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20% Buyer’s Premium applied for Alderfer Auction bidding platform. Surcharge applies to third-party 
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3. Firearms 
Alderfer Auction is a Licensed Federal Firearms Dealer (FFL) located in southeastern Pennsylvania. Whether 
you are buying or selling firearms at Alderfer Auction you will be assured that your firearms have been 
processed according to the rigorous regulations established by the Federal Government. It is recommended 
that all Firearms be checked by a competent gunsmith before firing to ensure safe usage. 
 
Registration Fees 
A $15 per gun transaction fee will be assessed for gun registration; $10 per gun transaction fee 
thereafter which is in addition to the total purchase price. 
 
Firearm Laws 
All firearms are sold in accordance with Federal and Pennsylvania State Laws. All post 1898 (Modern) firearms 
must be registered in compliance with Federal and State Law. Purchasers of Modern firearms who are 
Pennsylvania residents must complete state and federal registration forms at Alderfer Auction, 501 
Fairgrounds Rd., Hatfield, PA 19440, or provide a signed copy of a Federal Firearms License from a dealer 
that your purchase can be shipped to. FFL Dealers and out-of-state buyers must have in their possession on 
the day of sale, signed copies of their Federal Firearms License in order to accept same-day delivery of 
modern firearms. Buyers who act as agents for FFL dealers must have a letter of agency as well as a signed 
copy of the dealers Federal Firearms License (FFL). Internet bidders who are out-of-state buyers and FFL 
dealers must fax a current FFL license within 24 hours of the close of the sale to Alderfer Auction at 215-368-
9055. Curio & Relic FFL licenses will be accepted on auction lots indicated in the description "(C&R)”. 
 
Specific State Restrictions 
Auctions may contain many firearms and items that are non-compliant (not allowed) in certain States. Alderfer 
Auction WILL NOT ship or SELL any of these items that are prohibited in any State. We are aware of these 
Sates and their Laws and it is the duty of each potential bidder to make sure they are allowed to own this 
legally in their respective States. Alderfer Auction WILL NOT convert or make any firearm compliant to meet a 
certain State's requirements. Listed here are state laws restricting the sale of certain high-capacity magazines. 
These are STATE laws, sometimes there are COUNTY or CITY laws with stricter restrictions. It is your 
responsibility to be or become familiar with local gun laws.  

California: We do not ship, sell, or offer for sale any magazines over 10 rounds to anyone in California or 
anyone using a billing address in the state of California.  

D.C.: We do not ship, sell, or offer for sale any magazines over 10 rounds to anyone in the District of Columbia 
or anyone using a billing address for the District of Columbia. 

Hawaii: We do not ship, sell, or offer for sale any magazines over 10 rounds that may fit a handgun to anyone 
in Hawaii or anyone using a billing address in the state of Hawaii.  

Illinois: We do not ship, sell, or offer for sale any magazines over 12 rounds to anyone in Chicago, IL or 
anyone using a billing address in Chicago, IL. We do not ship, sell, or offer for sale any magazines over 15 
rounds to anyone in Aurora, IL or anyone using a billing address in Aurora, IL.  

Maryland: We do not ship, sell, or offer for sale any magazines over 20 rounds to anyone in Maryland or 
anyone using a billing address in the state of Maryland.  



Massachusetts: We do not ship, sell, or offer for sale any magazines over 10 rounds to anyone in 
Massachusetts or anyone using a billing address in the state of Massachusetts.  

New Jersey: We do not ship, sell, or offer for sale any magazines over 10 rounds to anyone in New Jersey or 
anyone using a billing address in the state of New Jersey. Firearms cannot be picked up at Alderfer Auction. 
All firearms must be shipped to a FFL holder in your state (including bb, pellet, and black powder items). 
Assault weapons and banned firearms cannot be purchased at Alderfer Auction; find complete list per N.J.S. 
2C:39 – 1. 

New York: We do not ship, sell, or offer for sale any magazines over 10 rounds to anyone in New York or 
anyone using a billing address in the state of New York.  

Any firearms sold containing prohibited magazines as mentioned above will be shipped less the banned 
magazine, no refunds will be offered. 

Purchasers may inspect the merchandise and are urged to do so. The Auctioneer makes no warranty as to 
condition and shall not be responsible for any defects in any Lot. Any used firearm should be inspected by a 
competent gunsmith for safety, function, and proper ammunition type/size before attempting to fire. Any 
description of mechanical function or condition does NOT mean the gun has been inspected or tested for firing 
capabilities. All goods are exposed for Public Exhibition and for Internet buyer's, condition is described in the 
listings. 

Firearm Shipping 
Please send all FFL’s to shipping@alderferauction.com or text a copy to 833-609-5701. 
Antique firearms, please complete and submit Shipping Request Form at 
https://www.alderferauction.com/services/shipping. 
 
Alderfer Auction is FFL approved and therefore all shipping, packing and insurance are handled by us. Fees 
must be paid in advance and the shipping cost will be applied to your credit card on file. Shipping, handling and 
insurance fees will be applied to each item. To economize, we will pack multiple items of similar size and type 
together if possible. 
 
All firearms require insurance and a required signature. 
 
Any winning bid outside the continental United States must make arrangements with an FFL Importer/Exporter. 
The bidder is responsible for all shipping costs related to Alderfer Auction and to the Importer/Exporter. 
 
Packing fees:  
 

1. $25 for the first long gun 
2. $10 for each additional long gun 
3. $11 for the first handgun 
4. $6 fee for each additional handgun 

 
Any winning bidder wanting to ship a firearm or firearms outside of the continental United States must make 
arrangements with an FFL Importer/Exporter. The bidder is responsible for all shipping costs related to Alderfer 
Auction requirements as stated above to the Importer/Exporter, and all costs in accordance with the 
Importer/Exporter in shipping the firearm(s) to said bidder. 
 
Questions regarding shipping, handling and insurance costs or tracking of your package, please contact our 
shipping department at shipping@AlderferAuction.com. 
 
Please allow 2 weeks for shipping from receipt of payment. You will receive an emailed tracking number once 
your package is shipped. 
 

mailto:shipping@alderferauction.com
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Lot 
Number Title Description Starting 

Bid

1
Smith & Wesson 
460VXR Double 
Action Revolver

.460 S&W, 8 1/4" bbl, SN DCP0254. Stainless finish shows scattered freckles, good bore, adjustable rear 
sight and fiber optic front, pebble textured rubber finger groove combat style grips, 2 extra muzzle 
brakes, Leupold scope base and rings (new in packages) in factory plastic case. Good condition. 22-1696

500

2

Smith & Wesson 
Model 57-1 
Double Action 
Revolver

41 Mag, 5 7/8" bbl, SN AZB7674. 99% blue finish shows light handling with a faint cylinder drag line, good 
bore, adjustable rear sight, wide serrated hammer and wide ribbed trigger, checkered wood grips show 
average handling with a few chips in butt edge of right scale with 2 speed loaders and factory plastic 
case. Good condition. 22-1710

300

3

Smith & Wesson 
Model 629-4 
Double Action 
Revolver

44 Rem Mag, 6 1/2" bbl, SN BRA6086. Stainless finish shows average handling with faint cylinder drag 
line and scratch on left side of muzzle, good bore, adjustable rear sight, wide serrated hammer and wide 
ribbed trigger, pebble textured rubber finger groove combat style grips. Good condition. 22-1779

300

4

Smith & Wesson 
Model 36 
Double Action 
Revolver

38 Special, 1 7/8" bbl, SN 211055. Matte nickel finish with light cylinder drag line, good bore, narrow 
serrated hammer and narrow ribbed trigger, laminated wood grips show light handling. Very good 
condition. 22-1683

200

5

Smith & Wesson 
Model 642-2 
Lady Smith 
Double Action 
Revolver

38 Special +P, 1 7/8" bbl, SN DNX7785. 98% matte gray finish shows only light handling with a faint 
cylinder drag line, good bore, laminated wood finger groove grips show light handling with papers and 
factory cardboard box. Good condition. 22-1887

200

5A CONDITION 
REPORTS  firearms@alderferauction.com

6

Smith & Wesson 
Model 27-2 
Double Action 
Revolver

357 Mag, 8 3/8" bbl, SN N177474. 80% blue finish shows areas of heavy freckling and shallow pitting 
with the most being on right side of barrel, average cylinder drag line, good bore, adjustable rear sight, 
wide serrated hammer and wide ribbed trigger both show minor oxidation and 75% case color, 
checkered wood grips show moderate handling with areas of loss and large chip missing on rear edge of 
butt on left scale. Good condition. 22-1682

200

7

Smith & Wesson 
Model 10 
Double Action 
Revolver

38 Special, 4" bbl, SN C449289. 95% blue finish shows average handling with areas of light freckling, good 
bore, serrated hammer and ribbed trigger, checkered wood grips show average handling. Good 
condition. 22-1613 C&R

150

8

Smith & Wesson 
Pre Model 10 
Double Action 
Revolver

38 Special, 6" bbl, SN C96796. 98% blue finish shows average handling with a few scattered freckles, 
good bore, serrated hammer and ribbed trigger, checkered wood grips show moderate handling with 
areas of abrasions on top of thumb rests. Good condition. 22-1612 C&R

100

9
Smith & Wesson 
38 M&P Double 
Action Revolver

38 Special, 5" bbl, SN 858775. 60% blue finish shows moderate handling with loss on most edges and 
handling points, good bore, serrated hammer and ribbed trigger, rear of grip strap marked with 88733, 
missing lanyard loop from butt. Diamond pattern checkered wood grips show heavy handling. Good 
condition. 22-1747 C&R

150

10

Dan Wesson 
Model 15-2? 
Double Action 
Revolver

357 Mag, 6" bbl, SN 136764. 60% blue finish shows areas of heavy freckling with shallow pitting and 
finish loss, good bore, good bore with minor oxidation, adjustable rear sight, pinned front, vent rib, made 
in Monson Mass. Ribbed hammer and wide smooth trigger, checkered wood grips with DWA medallions 
show moderate handling. Fair condition. 22-1680

200

11

Dan Wesson 
Model 15-2V 
Double Action 
Revolver With 
Extra Barrels

357 Mag, 2 1/2" vent rib bbl, SN 285922. 95% blue finish shows average handling with small area of 
oxidation on frame below crane and front trigger guard leg, scattered freckles and average cylinder drag 
line, good bore, adjustable rear sight, ribbed hammer and smooth trigger, checkered rubber Pachmayr 
Gripper finger groove grips show average handling, with 4" barrel with solid rib and good bore, 4" barrel 
with vent rib and good bore (both 4" bbls are in original brown cardboard boxes) 8" bbl with vent rib and 
good bore and mounted bushnell 2.5x Phantom scope with fine crosshairs and clear optics, take down 
tool and 2 speed loaders in case, original styrofoam box with cardboard sleeve. Good condition. 22-1828

300

12
Colt Python 
Double Action 
Revolver

357 Mag. 6" bbl, SN K95389. Stainless finish shows light handling with faint cylinder drag line, good bore, 
adjustable rear sight, vent rib, wide serrated hammer and ribbed trigger, checkered rubber Pachmayr 
Presentation grips show no handling, original yellow octagon hang tag, original wood grain cardboard 
box with styrofoam insert. Very good condition. 22-1933

600

13
Colt Anaconda 
Double Action 
Revolver

44 Rem Mag. 4" bbl, SN MM44684. Stainless finish shows light handling with a faint cylinder drag line 
and small area of powder burn on edges of vent rib above barrel ports, good bore, adjustable rear sight, 
wide rubber hammer and smooth trigger, checkered rubber finger groove combat style grips show 
average handling with papers, factory blue plastic case and white outer cardboard box. Good condition. 
22-1937

400

14
Colt King Cobra 
Double Action 
Revolver

357 Mag, 6" bbl, SN KK1770. Stainless steel finish shows light/average handling with average cylinder 
drag line, good bore, adjustable rear sight, solid rib, wide ribbed hammer and trigger, checkered rubber 
finger groove combat style grips show very light handling with papers, factory blue plastic case and white 
outer cardboard box. Good condition. 22-1936

300

mailto:firearms@alderferauction.com
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15

Colt 
Diamondback 
Double Action 
Revolver

22LR, 6" bbl SN R53357. 99% blue finish shows only very light handling and faint cylinder drag line, good 
bore, adjustable rear sight, vent rib, wide ribbed hammer and narrow smooth trigger, checkered wood 
grips show average handling with small dents/nicks on butt with uncle Mikes nylon holster. Good 
condition. 22-1938

300

16

Colt 1877 
Thunderer 41 
Double Action 
Revolver

.41 Colt, 4 1/2" bbl, SN 157568 (made 1905). Silver/gray patina, fair bore, top of barrel marked in 2 lines 
COLT'S PT. F. A. MFG. Co. / HARTFORD. CT. U.S.A. left side of barrel marked COLT. D.A. 41, matching 
numbers on frame, trigger guard and grip strap, checkered birdshead Rampant Colt grips show light
/average handling with checkering worn down on left scale at ridge. Good condition. 22-1862 C&R

300

17

Colt 1877 
Thunderer 41 
Double Action 
Revolver

41 Colt, 4 1/2" bbl, SN 129943 (made 1901). Silver/gray patina, good bore, top of barrel marked in 2 lines 
COLT'S PT. F. A. MFG. Co. / HARTFORD. CT. U.S.A. left side of barrel marked Colt DA 41, matching 
numbers on frame, trigger guard and grip strap, checkered birdshead Rampant Colt grips show average 
handling with wear on checkering ridges on ridges, Colt letter and rug. Good condition 22-1963 C&R

300

18

Colt 
Sesquicentennial 
1814-1964 
Commemorative 
Single Action 
Army 45 Single 
Action Revolver

45LC, 7 1/2" bbl, SN 3898SC. 95% blue finish on barrel and frame shows average handling with a few 
scattered freckles and light scratches, good bore, left side of barrel marked in single line 1814-COL. SAM 
L COLT SESQUICENTENNIAL MODEL-1964. Engraved chrome cylinder with chrome trigger guard and 
backstrap show average tarnishing with a few small chips in plating on edges, wood grips with Colt 
medallions on both sides show average handling. Good condition. 22-1889 C&R

400

19

Colt New Jersey 
State Police 
Army Special 38 
Commemorative 
Double Action 
Revolver

38 Special, 6" bbl, SN NJSP0363. 100% blue finish, excellent bore, checkered wood grips show no 
handling. Appears new in box with papers, blue cardboard box and outer white cardboard box. Excellent 
condition. 22-1748 C&R

200

20
Colt Trooper MK 
III Double Action 
Revolver

22LR, 6" bbl, SN Y39105. 98% Matte nickel finish shows average handling with small abrasion on right 
side of frame near rear, average cylinder drag line, good bore, adjustable rear sight, finger groove wood 
grips show average handling. Good condition. 22-1715

200

20A CONDITION 
REPORTS firearms@alderferauction.com

21
Colt Trooper 
Double Action 
Revolver

38 Special, 4" bbl, SN 916386. 90% blue finish shows general thinning and a few scratches, average 
cylinder drag line, good bore, adjustable rear sight, wide serrated hammer, removable wide ribbed 
trigger shoe, checkered rubber Pachmayr Presentation grips show light handling, light 3lb trigger pull 
when firing as single action. Good condition. 22-1875 C&R

200

22
Colt Trooper MK 
III Double Action 
Revolver

357 Mag, 6" bbl, SN J5803. 98% blue finish shows light/average handling with thinning on sides of muzzle 
and average cylinder drag line. Good bore, adjustable rear sight, ribbed square hammer and ribbed 
trigger, checkered wood replacement grips show average handling with original checkered wood Colt 
grips showing light handling. Factory burgundy cardboard box with styrofoam insert. Good condition. 22-
1932

200

23
Colt Trooper MK 
III Double Action 
Revolver

22LR, 6" bbl, SN Y43194. 80% matte nickel finish shows average handling with areas of moderate 
freckling and oxidation and deep scratch on left side of frame above trigger, good bore, adjustable rear 
sight, Checkered rubber Pachmayr Presentation grips show average handling. Good condition. 22-1679

200

24
Colt Trooper MK 
III Double Action 
Revolver

22LR, 6" bbl, SN Y44501. 99% blue finish shows only very light handling with faint cylinder drag line, good 
bore, adjustable rear sight, wide serrated hammer and wide smooth trigger, checkered rubber Pachmayr 
Presentation grips show no handling with papers and original wood grain cardboard box with styrofoam 
insert. Very good condition. 22-1935

200

25

Colt New 
Frontier 22 
Combo Single 
Action Revolver

22LR, 4 3/8" bbl, SN G154999. 99% blue finish on barrel and cylinders shows only a small 1/2" scratch on 
cylinder, good bore, case color frame show no handling, adjustable rear sight, checkered plastic eagle
/shield E Pluribus grips show no handling with 22 WMR cylinder, wood grain cardboard box with 
styrofoam insert. Very good condition. 22-1934

200

26
Colt Police 
Positive Double 
Action Revolver

38 Special, 5" bbl, SN 362287. 80% blue finish shows general thinning with areas of light freckles and 
average cylinder drag line, good bore, checkered wood grips show light/average handling with a few very 
small nicks on butt edge of right scale. Good condition. 22-1874 C&R

150

27

Colt Officers 
Model Target 
Double Action 
Revolver

22LR, 6" bbl, SN 50937. 80% blue finish shows average handling with 3" of the muzzle showing heavily 
cleaned with pitting and abrasions with areas of freckling, good bore, adjustable rear sight, checkered 
wood grips show average handling. Good condition. 22-1873 C&R

150

28

Hard To Find 
Ruger New 
Vaquero SASS 
(Single Action 
Shooting 
Society) Cased 
Matched Pair 
Single Action 
Revolvers

Consecutive matched Pair. Gun #1 357 Mag, 4 1/2" bbl, SN SASS09792. Stainless finish shows only a light 
cylinder drag line, good bore, wide serrated hammer and smooth trigger, checkered plastic grips show 
no handling. Very good condition. 22-1705 C&R. Gun #2 357 Mag, 4 1/2" bbl, SN SASS09791. Stainless 
finish shows only a light cylinder drag line, good bore, wide serrated hammer and smooth trigger, 
checkered plastic grips show no handling. Very good condition. 22-1704 C&R. With papers and red plastic 
shared case

600

mailto:firearms@alderferauction.com
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29
Ruger Super 
Redhawk Double 
Action Revolver

10mm Auto, 6 1/2" bbl, SN 552-96061. Stainless finish shows very light handling and a small abrasion on 
right side of frame under serial number, very good bore, adjustable rear sight, serrated hammer and 
smooth trigger, rubber grips with checkered wood panels show no handling with papers, factory plastic 
case and 9 full moon clips. Very good condition. 22-1708

250

30
Ruger Redhawk 
Double Action 
Revolver

44 Rem Mag, 7 1/2" bbl, SN 502-03793. Stainless finish shows average handling with areas of scattered 
freckling and average cylinder drag line, good bore, adjustable rear sight, serrated hammer and smooth 
trigger, Laseraim Illusion red dot scope, checkered rubber Pachmayr Gripper finger groove grips show 
average handling. Good condition. 22-1778

250

30A Product is Sold 
AS IS Please review all photos and fully read all descriptions.

31
Ruger Redhawk 
Double Action 
Revolver

41 Rem Mag, 7 1/2" bbl, SN 501-20299. Stainless finish shows average handling with average cylinder 
drag line, good bore, adjustable rear sight, serrated hammer and smooth trigger, wood grips show light 
handling with papers factory yellow and black cardboard box and 1 speed loader. Good condition. 22-
1770

250

32

Ruger New 
Model 
Blackhawk 
Single Action 
Revolver

45, 5 1/2" bbl, SN 47-64830. 98% blue finish shows average handling with a few scattered freckles and 
small scratches around cylinder center pin and underside of ejector rod shroud, good bore, adjustable 
rear sight, ribbed hammer and smooth trigger, wood grips show light handling with papers and factory 
plastic case. Good condition. 22-1773

200

33

Ruger New 
Model 
Blackhawk 
Single Action 
Revolver

.45, 7 1/2" bbl, SN 47-52539. 95% blue finish shows average handling with area of scratches on side of 
ejector rod shroud, minor nicks on back of grip strap and average cylinder drag line. Good bore, 
adjustable rear sight with painted white front, Hogue pebble textured finger groove combat style grips 
show light handling with set of original checkered plastic Ruger grips. Good condition. 22-1624

200

34

Ruger New 
Model 
Blackhawk 
Single Action 
Revolver

41 Mag, 4 5/8" bbl, SN 46-63844. 60% blue finish shows heavy oxidation and freckling with areas of 
moderate abrasions, fair bore with oxidation near muzzle, adjustable rear sight, ribbed hammer and 
smooth trigger, wood grips show light/average handling. Fair condition. 22-1678

200

35

Ruger New 
Model 
Blackhawk 
Single Action 
Revolver

41 Mag, 4 5/8" bbl, SN 41-00577. 90% blue finish shows general thinning with average cylinder drag line 
and a few scattered light freckles, good bore, wood grips show average handling. Good condition. 22-
1830

200

36

Ruger New 
Model Super 
Blackhawk 
Single Action 
Revolver

44 Rem Mag, 7 1/2" bbl, SN 81-91605. 90% blue finish shows areas of freckling with scratches and 
thinning and average cylinder drag line, good bore, moderate oxidation and freckling on hammer, wood 
grips show average handling. Good condition. 22-1890

200

37

Ruger Super 
Blackhawk 
Single Action 
Revolver

44 Rem Mag, 7 1/2" bbl, SN 9926. 98% blue finish shows light/average handling and light cylinder drag 
line, good bore, adjustable rear sight, not converted to transfer bar, wood grips show average handling 
with Hunter leather holster. Good condition. 22-1850 C&R

200

38

Ruger 
Blackhawk 
Single Action 
Revolver

357 Mag, 4 5/8" bl, SN 27444. 80% blue finish shows general thinning with loss on most edges and 
moderate cylinder drag line, good bore, adjustable rear sight, cylinder has a slight wobble, needs repairs, 
hammer will not fully cock or hold on full cock, wood grips with Ruger medallions on both scales show 
average handling. Fair condition. 22-1668 C&R

100

39

Ruger Single-Six 
Convertible 
Single Action 
Revolver

22LR with Additional 22WMR cylinder, 5 1/2" bbl, SN 363912. 98% blue finish shows light handling with 
thinning on muzzle and average cylinder drag line on 22LR cyl and light drag line on Mag cyl, good bore, 
not converted to transfer bar, wood grips show light handling with plastic case. Good condition. 22-1774 
C&R

150

40

Ruger Single-Six 
Convertible 
Single Action 
Revolver

22LR with additional 22WMR cylinder, 6 1/2" bbl, SN 352189. 98% blue finish shows light handling with 
thinning on sides of muzzle, good bore, unconverted to transfer bar, wood grips show light handling with 
only a small scratch on right side with Bucheimer leather holster. Good condition. 22-1849 C&R

150

41
Ruger LCR 
Double Action 
Revolver

38 Special + P, 1 7/8" bbl, SN 543-36864. 99% black finish on aluminum frame and 99% blue finish on 
steel cylinder with light dragline, good bore, textured rubber Hogue Tammer Monogrip show light 
handling. Good condition. 22-1744

100

42

Taurus The 
Judge 4510 
Double Action 
Revolver

45LC/410 Ga. 3" bbl, SN KZ366737. Matte stainless finish shows light handling with a few scattered 
freckles and average cylinder drag line, good bore, fiber optic front sight, ribbed rubber combat style 
grips show average handling. Good condition. 22-1706

200

43
Taurus Raging 
Bull Double 
Action Revolver

454 Casull, 6 1/2" bbl,SN VJ985154. Matte stainless finish show moderate handling with areas of 
moderate freckling and oxidation on front sight, good bore, ported barrel, vent rib, adjustable rear sight, 
wide serrated hammer and wide smooth trigger, rubber finger groove combat style grips show average 
handling. Good condition. 22-1714.

250
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44
Taurus Model 66 
Double Action 
Revolver

357 Mag, 6" bbl, SN LR433083. Matte stainless finish shows moderate freckling with light cylinder drag 
line and oxidation in cylinder notches, good bore, adjustable rear sight, wide serrated hammer and wide 
smooth trigger, pebble textured rubber finger groove combat style grips show average handling. Good 
condition. 22-1700

150

45
Taurus Model 17 
Tracker Double 
Action Revolver

17HMR, 6 1/2" bbl, SN WG135157. Matte stainless finish shows average handling with light cylinder drag 
line, good bore, adjustable rear sight, vent rib, wide serrated hammer and wide smooth trigger, ribbed 
rubber combat style grips show light handling with papers and original cardboard box. Good condition. 
22-1776

200

45A
Taurus 425 
Tracker Double 
Action Revolver

41 Rem Mag, 4" bbl, SN BO586999. Matte stainless finish average cylinder drag line, good bore, 
adjustable rear sight, ribbed rubber grips show no handling, 2 speed loaders papers and factory plastic 
case. Good condition. 23-0001

150

46
Taurus Model 96 
Double Action 
Revolver

22LR, 6" bbl, SN IA113932. 98% blue finish shows average handling with a few scattered freckles and 
spots of oxidation on rear grip strap, good bore, Tasco 1 1/2x scope with tapered crosshairs and red dot 
center, clear optics mounted on Leupold base, wide serrated hammer and wide ribbed trigger show 60% 
case color. Checkered wood grips show average handling. Good condition. 22-1780

200

47
Taurus Model 94 
Double Action 
Revolver

22LR, 4" bbl, SN XD82637. Matte stainless finish shows light handling with light cylinder drag line, good 
bore, adjustable rear sight, serrated hammer and smooth trigger, pebble textured rubber finger groove 
combat style grips show no handling with original cardboard box and security key. Good condition. 22-
1775

200

48
Charter Arms 
Pug Double 
Action Revolver

41 Rem Mag, 2 1/2" bbl, SN 18-03588. Matte stainless finish shows average handling with a few 
scattered freckles, good bore, ribbed hammer and trigger, checkered rubber finger groove combat style 
grips show light handling in factory plastic case. Good condition. 22-1690

150

49

JP Sauer & Sohn
/Hawes Western 
Marshal Single 
Action Revolver

44 mag, 6" bbl, SN 950914. 65% blue finish shows heavy thinning possibly home antiqued finish with loss 
on ejector rod shroud and grip straps, good bore, two holes drilled in top strap possibly for optics 
mounting, oversized homemade wood grips making grip very thick at 1.70" show average handling. Good 
condition. 22-1426

150

50
North American 
Arms Mini 
Revolver

22WMR, 1 5/8" bbl, SN E112197. Stainless finish shows average handling with a few scattered freckles, 
good bore, laminated wood grips show average handling with leather holster. Good condition. 22-1685 70

50A CONDITION 
REPORTS  firearms@alderferauction.com

51
Savage Model 
501 Bolt Action 
Pistol

22LR, 10 1/4" bbl, SN 0059206. 75% blue finish shows large areas of oxidation and shallow pitting, good 
bore, Taco 1 1/2-4x scope with Duo-plex reticle and clear optics, left side bolt, right hand composite grip
/stock shows average handling, 1-5 rnd magazine. Good condition. 22-1698

100

52
Cobra Model 
CB38 Derringer 
Pistol

38 Special, 2 3/4" bbl, SN CT225683. 99% matte black finish shows only very light handling, good bores, 
wood birdshead grips show very light handling with papers and original cardboard box. Very good 
condition. 22-1688

100

53 Bond Defender 
Derringer Pistol

45LC/410Ga. 3" bbls, SN 175358. Stainless finish, good bores, checkered laminated wood grips show light 
handling with leather holster. Good condition. 22-1896 100

54
American 
Firearms O/U 
Derringer Pistol

38 Special, 3" bbls, SN19738. Nickel finish shows average handling, good bores, highly figured wood grips 
show light handling. Good condition. 22-1876 100

55 Davis D38 
Derringer Pistol

38 Special, 2 3/4" bbls, SN D072027. Chrome finish shows average handling, good bores, faux vent rib, 
checkered plastic birdshead grips show light handling. Good condition. 22-1903 50

56 Davis D32 
Derringer Pistol

32 auto, 2 3/8" bbls, Sn 498223. Chrome Finish shows average handling, good bores, faux vent rib, wood 
birdhead grips show average handling. Good condition. 22-1905 50

57 Davis D22 
Derringer Pistol

22LR, 2 3/8" bbls, SN 142726. Chrome finish shows moderate handling with chipping on crisp edges and 
minor nicks and scratches, good bores, wood birdshead grips show average handling. Good condition. 22-
1904

50

58 Bearman BBG9 
Derringer Pistol

9mm, 2 5/8" bbls, SN BT079911. Matte gray cerakote finish shows no handling, good bores, faux vent rib, 
rosewood grips show light handling with factory blemish on right scale with the center ridge being 
misshaped and flat rather than the crisp ridge that is on the left scale, with factory cardboard box. Good 
condition. 22-1881

50

59 Colt 4th Model 
Derringer

22 Short, 2 1/2" bbl, SN 57298D. 98% black paint finish on barrel, good bore, nickel plated frame shows 
average handling with grip strap showing a dull gray/silver, wood birdshead grips show average handling 
with a chip missing on right scale at screw. Good condition. 22-1908

50

60
Glock Model 17 
G5 Semi 
Automatic Pistol

9mm, 4 1/2" bbl, SN BMWY440. 100% matte black finish on slide, good bore, 3 dot sights, black polymer 
frame/grips shows no handling. 3-17 rnd magazines, extra palm swells, mag loader, cleaning tools, 
papers and factory plastic case. Excellent condition. 22-1689 NOTE: Please refer to the terms and 
conditions of this sale in regards to firearms with high capacity magazines.

200

61
Advantage Arms 
Glock 17-22 
Conversion Kit

22LR, 4 1/2" bbl, 99% matte black finish shows only light handling, good bore, 1-10 rnd magazine and 
mag loader, in factory plastic case. Review photos for completeness. 100

mailto:firearms@alderferauction.com
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62
Glock Model 19 
G4 Semi 
Automatic Pistol

9mm, 3 3/4" bbl, SN VFL714. 99% matte black finish on slide shows only very light handling, good bore, 
black polymer frame/grips shows no handling. 3 - 15 rnd Pmag magazines, mag loader, extra palm swells, 
cleaning tools and papers in factory plastic case. Excellent condition. 22-1694 NOTE: Please refer to the 
terms and conditions of this sale in regards to firearms with high capacity magazines.

200

63
Glock Model 20 
G4 Semi 
Automatic Pistol

10mm Auto, 4 1/2" bbl, SN WZU367. 100% matte black finish on slide, good bore, 3 dot fiber optic sights, 
black polymer frame/grips shows no handling, 3-15 rnd magazines, mag loader, extra palm swells, 
cleaning tools, papers and factory plastic case. Excellent condition. 22-1693 NOTE: Please refer to the 
terms and conditions of this sale in regards to firearms with high capacity magazines.

200

64
Glock Model 21 
G4 Semi 
Automatic Pistol

45 Auto, 4 1/2" bbl, SN SSA734. 99% matte black finish on slide shows only very light handling, good 
bore, 3 dot fiber optic sights, FDE frame/grips shows light handling, 4-13 rnd magazines, mag loader, 
cleaning tools, papers and factory plastic case. Very good condition.22-1692 NOTE: Please refer to the 
terms and conditions of this sale in regards to firearms with high capacity magazines.

200

65
Glock Model 22 
Semi Automatic 
Pistol

40 S&W, 4 3/8" bbl, SN ECN295. 99% matte black finish on slide shows only very light handling, good 
bore, 3 dot fiber optic sights, black polymer frame/grips shows no handling, 3-15 rnd magazines and 
factory plastic box. Excellent Condition. 22-1691 NOTE: Please refer to the terms and conditions of this 
sale in regards to firearms with high capacity magazines.

200

66
Glock Model 27 
Semi Automatic 
Pistol

40 S&W, 3 1/4" bbl, SN BYZ580. 98% matte black finish shows average handling, good bore, black 
polymer frame/grips shows light handling, 2-9 rnd magazines and Safariland tactical holster. Very good 
condition. 22-1686 NOTE: Please refer to the terms and conditions of this sale in regards to firearms with 
high capacity magazines.

200

67
Glock Model 44 
Semi Automatic 
Pistol

22LR, 4" BBL SN AFZT426. 100% matte black finish on slide, good bore, black polymer frame/grips shows 
no handling, 2-10 rnd magazines, extra palm swell, papers and factory plastic case. Excellent condition. 
22-1699 NOTE: Please refer to the terms and conditions of this sale in regards to firearms with high 
capacity magazines.

150

68
Sig Sauer P229 
Semi Automatic 
Pistol

40 S&W, 3 3/4" bbl, SN AM 106 799. 98% matte black finish shows average handling with small areas of 
chips on bottom edges of trigger guard and tach rail, good bore, 3 dot sights, plastic grips show average 
handling with right scale showing scratches and wear associated with holster carry, 3-12 rnd magazines, 
papers and factory plastic case. Good condition. 22-1712 NOTE: Please refer to the terms and conditions 
of this sale in regards to firearms with high capacity magazines.

250

69
Sig Sauer P229 
Stainless Semi 
Automatic Pistol

40 S&W, 3 3/4" bbl, SN AM 41 155. 99% matte black finish shows light handling, good bore, 3 dot sights, 
Hogue textured finger groove wrap around grips show light handling, 3-12 rnd magazines, papers and 
factory plastic case. Very good condition. 22-1711 NOTE: Please refer to the terms and conditions of this 
sale in regards to firearms with high capacity magazines.

250

70
Sig Sauer P229 
22LR Conversion 
Kit

22LR, 4 1/2" bbl, 98% matte black finish shows average handling, good bore, 3 dot adjustable sights, 1-10 
rnd magazine, papers and plastic case. See photos for completeness. Good condition 70

71
Sig Sauer P226 
Stainless Semi 
Automatic Pistol

40 S&W, 4 1/4" bbl, SN U 722 180. 90% matte black finish shows average handling with chipping along 
frame edges and tach rail, good bore, 3 dot sights, Hogue textured finger groove wrap around grips show 
light handling, 3-12 rnd magazines, used 357 Sig barrel with good bore and factory plastic case. Good 
condition. 22-1703 NOTE: Please refer to the terms and conditions of this sale in regards to firearms with 
high capacity magazines.

250

72
Sig Sauer P 238 
Semi Automatic 
Pistol

380 Auto, 2 5/8" bbl, SN 27B342263. Matte stainless finish shows light handling, good bore, 3 dot sights, 
wood grips show light handling with grain swelling/texture on left scale, 1-6 rnd magazine and carbon 
fiber holster. Good condition.22-1900

250

73
Sig Sauer P320 
Semi Automatic 
Pistol

9mm, 4 1/2" bbl, SN 58A149382. 99% matte black finish on slide shows only a very small nick on left rear 
slide serrations, good bore, 3 dot sights, black polymer frame/grip shows light handling with a 1" scratch 
on bottom right side textured grip panel, 2-17 rnd magazines and factory plastic case. Good condition. 
22-1879 NOTE: Please refer to the terms and conditions of this sale in regards to firearms with high 
capacity magazines.

250

74
Springfield XD 
Tactical Semi 
Automatic Pistol

45 ACP, 4 3/4" bbl, SN US614922. 99% matte black finish on slide shows light handling, good bore, 3 dot 
sights, black polymer frame/grips shows light handling with Pachmayr wrap around sleeve, 5-13 rnd 
magazines, mag/grip extension, holster, mag loader and twin magazine holster and papers in factory 
plastic case. Good condition. 22-1709 NOTE: Please refer to the terms and conditions of this sale in 
regards to firearms with high capacity magazines.

200

75
Springfield XDM 
Semi Automatic 
Pistol

40 S&W, 4 3/8" bbl, SN MG132746. 99% matte black finish on slide shows only very light handling, good 
bore, 3 dot fiber optic sights, black polymer frame/grips shows no handling, 5-16 rnd magazines, extra 
palm swells, holster, twin mag holster, mag loader, papers and factory plastic case. Very good condition. 
22-1702 NOTE: Please refer to the terms and conditions of this sale in regards to firearms with high 
capacity magazines.

200

76
Springfield XDM 
Semi Automatic 
Pistol

10mm Auto, 4 3/8" bbl, SN HM511090. 99% matte black finish on slide shows light handling, good bore, 
3 dot sights, black polymer frame/grips shows light handling with minor scuffs on right side of grip, 1-15 
rnd magazine. Very good condition. 22-1687 NOTE: Please refer to the terms and conditions of this sale 
in regards to firearms with high capacity magazines.

150

77

Smith & Wesson 
Model 5906 
Semi Automatic 
Pistol

9mm, 3 7/8" bbl, SN VCH7686. Matte stainless finish shows average handling, good bore, 3 dot sights 
with rear guarded, checkered plastic grips show average handling with small areas of abrasion on left 
side at mag release and minor nicks and scratches on right side associated with holster carry, 1-14 rnd 
and 3-15 rnd magazines and plastic case Good condition. 22-1695 NOTE: Please refer to the terms and 
conditions of this sale in regards to firearms with high capacity magazines.

200
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78
Smith & Wesson 
Model 59 Semi 
Automatic Pistol

9mm, 4" bbl, SN A555665. 90% blue finish shows average handling with thinning on crisp edges and a 
few small scratches on right side of slide and around takedown lever, good bore, adjustable rear sight, 
checkered plastic grips show light/average handling, 1-15 rnd magazine. Good condition. 22-1869 NOTE: 
Please refer to the terms and conditions of this sale in regards to firearms with high capacity magazines.

200

79
Smith & Wesson 
Model 659 Semi 
Automatic Pistol

9mm, 4" bbl, SN TAT4894. Matte stainless finish shows average handling with a few small areas of 
oxidation, adjustable rear sight, good bore, checkered rubber grips show average handling. 1-15 rnd 
magazine. Good condition. 22-1902 NOTE: Please refer to the terms and conditions of this sale in regards 
to firearms with high capacity magazines.

200

80

Smith & Wesson 
Model 6906 
Semi Automatic 
Pistol

9mm, 3 3/8" bbl, SN VBF0452. Matte stainless finish shows average handling, good bore, 3 dot sights, 
checkered plastic grips show average handling with right side having a large scratch through the S&W 
logo, 4-10 rnd, 1-9 rnd and 2-12 rnd magazines in plastic case. Good condition. 22-1713 NOTE: Please 
refer to the terms and conditions of this sale in regards to firearms with high capacity magazines.

200

81
Smith & Wesson 
M&P 40 Semi 
Automatic Pistol

40 S&W, 4" bbl, SN DWB8328. 100% matte black finish on slide, good bore, 3 dot fiber optic sights, black 
polymer frame/grips shows no handling with rubber grip sleeve, 2-15 rnd and 4-14 rnd magazines, 
holster, twin mag holster, extra palm swells, papers and factory plastic case. Excellent condition. 22-1697 
NOTE: Please refer to the terms and conditions of this sale in regards to firearms with high capacity 
magazines.

200

82

Smith & Wesson 
M&P 380 Shield 
EZ Semi 
Automatic Pistol

380 Auto, 3 1/2" bbl, SN REE8633. 100% matte black finish on slide, good bore, 3 dot sights, polymer 
frame/grip shows no handling. Appears new in box with 2-8-rnd magazines and papers. Excellent 
condition. 22-1884 NOTE: Please refer to the terms and conditions of this sale in regards to firearms with 
high capacity magazines.

150

83

Smith & Wesson 
Bodyguard 380 
Semi Automatic 
Pistol

380 Auto, 2 5/8" bbl, SN EAY4258. 99% matte black finish on slide shows only very light handling, good 
bore, polymer frame with grip tape textured panels with factory Insight laser shows average handling 
with area of abrasion on lower rear corner of grip, 2- 6 rnd magazines with extended floor plates, 2 flat 
floor plates, papers, rug and factory cardboard box. Good condition. 22-1883

100

84

Smith & Wesson 
Bodyguard 380 
Semi Automatic 
Pistol

380 Auto, 2 5/8" bbl, SN KDK6204. 100% matte black finish on slide, good bore, fiber optic sights, 
polymer frame/grip shows no handling with factory Crimson Trace laser, 1-6 rnd magazine. Good 
condition. 22-1894

100

85
Smith & Wesson 
Model 915 Semi 
Automatic Pistol

9mm, 3 7/8" bbl, SN VYK0671. Duo tone finish with matte gray slide and matte black frame, slide shows 
average handling with thinning on right side of muzzle and added right side waist /belt clip, frame show 
average handling with a few small chips and scratches, checkered plastic wrap around grips show 
average handling, 3-15 rnd magazines and factory plastic case. Good condition. 22-1827 NOTE: Please 
refer to the terms and conditions of this sale in regards to firearms with high capacity magazines.

150

86

Hard To Find 
Deltonics 45 
Semi Automatic 
Pistol

45ACP, 3 1/2" bbl, SN I5966. Stainless finish shows average handling, good bore, checkered wood grips 
show only very light handling, 1-7 rnd magazine with built in full mag indicator and 1-Colt 1911 7 rnd 
magazine (fits but does extend past grips on bottom) Deltonics 45 pistols are one of the lightest recoiling 
45ACP pistols made, with its small overall size it makes a fine choice for a large caliber carry gun. Ccomes 
with papers, shoulder holster rig, leather holster and original factory rug. Good condition. 22-1972 NOTE: 
Please refer to the terms and conditions of this sale in regards to firearms with high capacity magazines.

300

87
Colt Double 
Eagle Series 90 
MKII

45ACP, 5" bbl, SN DA16504. Stainless finish shows average handling with scattered light scratches, good 
bore, 3 dot sights, checkered plastic grips show light handling, 2-8 rnd magazines, factory burgundy 
cardboard box with styrofoam insert and papers. Low production model only made from 1989-1997. 
Good condition. 22-1939 NOTE: Please refer to the terms and conditions of this sale in regards to 
firearms with high capacity magazines.

300

88

Colt 
Government 
Model Semi 
Automatic Pistol

45ACP,5" bbl, SN C155701. Good bore, 98% older reblue finish shows a few scattered freckles and 
scratches, good bore, checkered wood grips show light/average handling, 1-7 rnd magazine and Sears 
leather US marked holster. Good condition. 22-1851 C&R NOTE: Please refer to the terms and conditions 
of this sale in regards to firearms with high capacity magazines.

250

89

Colt 
Government 
Model Semi 
Automatic Pistol

9mm, 4 7/8" bbl, SN 9SS0165E. Matte stainless finish with brushed sides on slide shows average handling 
with a few scattered freckles, good bore, 3 dot sights, skeletonized hammer and trigger, serrated back 
strap, checkered wood Diamond pattern wood grips show average handling, 7-9 rnd magazines, papers 
and factory plastic case. Good condition. 22-1701 NOTE: Please refer to the terms and conditions of this 
sale in regards to firearms with high capacity magazines.

200

90

Colt MKIV Series 
80 Mustang 
Semi Automatic 
Pistol

380 Auto, 2 3/4" bbl, SN MU57468. 99% blue finish shows only light handling, good bore, checkered 
plastic grips show no handling, 1-6 rnd magazine. Very good condition. 22-1870 200

91

Colt Automatic 
M 1908 
Hammerless 
Semi Automatic 
Pistol

25 ACP, 2 1/8" bbl, SN 315564. 80% blue finish shows general thinning with loss on crisp edges, good 
bore, 90% case color on grip strap, trigger and slide latch, checkered wood grips show average handling, 
1-6 rnd magazine. Good condition. 22-1745 C&R

100

92
Colt Targetsman 
Semi Automatic 
Pistol

22LR, 6" bbl, SN 133479-C 95% blue finish shows general thinning with small areas of staining, good bore, 
adjustable rear sight, oversized wood thumb rest grips show average handling, 1-10 rnd magazine. Good 
condition. 22-1623 C&R NOTE: Please refer to the terms and conditions of this sale in regards to firearms 
with high capacity magazines.

150
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93

Essex 1911 
Frame With Colt 
Conversion Unit 
Semi Automatic 
Pistol

22LR, 4 3/4" bbl, SN 35413. 85% blue finish on Colt slide and conversion kit shows average handling with 
thinning on edges and areas of minor freckling and scratches, good bore, adjustable rear sight, frame 
shows matte black finish with average handling, checkered wood grips show average handling. 1-10 rnd 
magazine. Good condition. 22-1867 NOTE: Please refer to the terms and conditions of this sale in regards 
to firearms with high capacity magazines.

200

94

Federal 
Ordnance 1911 
Frame With Colt 
Conversion Unit

22LR, 4 3/4" bbl, SN 26682. 95% blue finish shows average handling with thinning on crisp edges, good 
bore, adjustable rear sight, checkered wood grips show average handling, left side lanyard stud and ring, 
1-10 rnd magazine. Good condition. 22-1866 NOTE: Please refer to the terms and conditions of this sale 
in regards to firearms with high capacity magazines.

200

95
Beretta Model 
96 Semi 
Automatic Pistol

40 S&W, 4 7/8" bbl, SN A11358M. 99% matte black finish shows only very light handling, good bore, 3 
dot sights, checkered plastic grips show light handling, 2-10 rnd magazines and factory plastic case. Very 
good condition. 22-1772 NOTE: Please refer to the terms and conditions of this sale in regards to 
firearms with high capacity magazines.

200

96
Beretta/Berben 
Model 70S Semi 
Automatic Pistol

380 Auto, 3 1/2" bbl, SN A17197Y. 95% blue finish shows thinning on most edges and minor scratches 
with small nick on bottom edge of right side of slide, checkered plastic grips show average handling, 1-7 
rnd magazine. Good condition. 22-1746 NOTE: Please refer to the terms and conditions of this sale in 
regards to firearms with high capacity magazines.

200

97
Beretta Model 
950B Semi 
Automatic Pistol

6.35mm, 2 3/8" bbl, SN B30992. 85% blue finish shows average handling with loss on most edges, good 
bore, checkered plastic grips show light handling, 2-8rnd magazines. Good condition. 22-1781 C&R NOTE: 
Please refer to the terms and conditions of this sale in regards to firearms with high capacity magazines.

150

98
Beretta/Arms 
92S Semi 
Automatic Pistol

9mm, 4 7/8" bbl, SN U35644Z. 95% black finish shows average handling with light scratches and nicks on 
grip straps and frame, good bore, barrel number R26233Z, sights painted white, checkered plastic grips 
show average handling with a few minor chips along edges, 2-15 rnd magazines. Good condition. 22-
1965 NOTE: Please refer to the terms and conditions of this sale in regards to firearms with high capacity 
magazines.

200

99

Browning 
(Belgian) FN 
High Power Semi 
Automatic Pistol

9mm, 4 5/8" bbl, SN T6003. 95% thick reblue finish shows thinning on crisp edges and areas of minor 
underlying nicks and pitts/freckles, checkered wood grips show average handling, 1-13 rnd magazine. 
Good condition. 22-1861 C&R NOTE: Please refer to the terms and conditions of this sale in regards to 
firearms with high capacity magazines.

250

100
Browning Buck 
Mark Semi 
Automatic Pistol

22LR, 7 1/4" fluted bbl, SN 655NT11637. 98% matte black finish shows average handling, good bore, 
adjustable rear sight, laminated wood finger groove thumb rest grips show light handling, 4-10 rnd 
magazines and rug. Good condition. 22-1707 NOTE: Please refer to the terms and conditions of this sale 
in regards to firearms with high capacity magazines.

200

100A CONDITION 
REPORTS firearms@alderferauction.com

101

Highly 
Customized 
Browning 
Buckmark Semi 
Automatic Pistol

22LR, 5" Tactical Solutions bbl with 2" ported compensator, SN 655NWO2304. 99% matte black finish 
shows only very light handling, good bore, C More red dot sight, AR style charging handle, adjustable 
square target trigger, honeycomb grips show no handling, with original 5 1/2" bbl, factory top rail with 
sights, factory trigger, extra springs, extra Tactical Solutions top rail and mots more small parts, 8-10 rnd 
magazines, papers, range bag and factory plastic case. Good condition. 22-1968 NOTE: Please refer to 
the terms and conditions of this sale in regards to firearms with high capacity magazines.

200

102

Browning 
(Belgian) 
Medalist Semi 
Automatic Pistol

22LR, 6 3/4" bbl, SN 107011T8. 90% blue finish shows average handling with thinning on front grip strap, 
trigger guard and most edges, good bore, vent rib, adjustable rear sight, wide ribbed gold tone target 
trigger, checkered wood grip with thumb rest and plain schnabel style forearm shows average handling, 
1-10 rnd magazine and papers. Good condition. 22-1877 C&R NOTE: Please refer to the terms and 
conditions of this sale in regards to firearms with high capacity magazines.

250

103

Ruger MKIII 
Hunter Target 
Semi Automatic 
Pistol

22LR, 6 7/8" fluted bbl, SN 229-61805. 99% blue finish shows light handling, good bore, adjustable rear 
sight and fiber optic front, laminated red white and blue checkered Ruger grips show no handling, 3-10 
rnd magazines, papers and factory plastic case. Very good condition. 22-1716 NOTE: Please refer to the 
terms and conditions of this sale in regards to firearms with high capacity magazines.

200

104
Ruger MKIII 
Semi Automatic 
Pistol

22LR, 4" bbl, SN 273-03870. 98% blue finish shows light handling with only a few small marks on edges of 
optics rail, threaded muzzle, good bore, checkered rubber grips show light handling, 4-10 rnd magazines, 
papers, factory rug and soft case. Good condition. 22-1967 NOTE: Please refer to the terms and 
conditions of this sale in regards to firearms with high capacity magazines.

150

105
Ruger Standard 
Semi Automatic 
PIstol

22LR, 6" bbl, SN 11-36546. 95% blue finish shows average handling with thinning on most edges and a 
few scattered light freckles, good bore, wide ribbed target trigger, checkered plastic grips show average 
handling, 1-10 rnd magazine. Good condition. 22-1743 C&R NOTE: Please refer to the terms and 
conditions of this sale in regards to firearms with high capacity magazines.

150

106
Ruger MKII 
Target Semi 
Automatic Pistol

22LR, 6 7/8" bbl, SN 221-57358. 95% blue finish shows average handling with a few rubbed areas from B-
Square scope mount, good bore, missing front sight, with B-Square scope mount and Tasco 4-16x40 rifle 
scope (not attached) scope is a standard eye relief not an extended relief for a pistol, laminated wood 
thumb rest grips show light handling with 1-10 rnd magazine. Good condition. 22-1899NOTE: Please 
refer to the terms and conditions of this sale in regards to firearms with high capacity magazines.

150

107
Ruger MKII 
Target Semi 
Automatic Pistol

22LR, 6 7/8" bbl, SN 224-77175. Satin stainless finish shows only very light handling, good bore, 
adjustable sights, flat side barrel, checkered laminated wood thumb rest grips show no handling with 2-
10 rnd magazines, papers and factory plastic case. Very good condition. 22-1609 NOTE: Please refer to 
the terms and conditions of this sale in regards to firearms with high capacity magazines.

150
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108
Ruger MKII 
Target Semi 
Automatic Pistol

22LR, 6 7/8" bbl, SN 19-22322. 95% blue finish shows average handling with thinning and loss on muzzle, 
fair bore, adjustable sights, electrical tape used as shim between front of frame and barrel, checkered 
plastic grips show average handling. 1-10 rnd magazine. Good condition. 22-1617 NOTE: Please refer to 
the terms and conditions of this sale in regards to firearms with high capacity magazines.

150

109 Ruger 5 7 Semi 
Automatic Pistol

5.7x28, 5" bbl, SN 641-19943. 99% black finish on slide shows only light handling, good bore, adjustable 
rear sight with fiber optic front and TRUGLO red dot, black polymer frame/grips shows no handling, 5-20 
rnd magazines, factory plastic case and papers. Very good condition. 22-1684 NOTE: Please refer to the 
terms and conditions of this sale in regards to firearms with high capacity magazines.

150

110 Ruger EC9S Semi 
Automatic Pistol

9mm, 3" bbl, SN 458-65333. Matte black slide shows no handling, good bore, flat dark earth frame/grip 
shows no handling, 1-7 rnd magazine, papers and factory cardboard box. Appears new in box. Excellent 
condition. 22-1886 NOTE: Please refer to the terms and conditions of this sale in regards to firearms with 
high capacity magazines.

100

111
Kimber Micro 
Raptor Semi 
Automatic Pistol

380 ACP. 2 3/4" bbl, SN P0107636. Matte stainless finish shows no handling, very good bore, 3 dot sights, 
skeletonized hammer, checkered wood grips show no handling, 2-6 rnd and 1-7 rnd magazines, papers, 
rug and factory cardboard box. Excellent condition. 22-1814 NOTE: Please refer to the terms and 
conditions of this sale in regards to firearms with high capacity magazines.

250

112

Kimber Custom 
Shop Ultra Cop 
Elite II Semi 
Automatic Pistol

45ACP, 3" bbl, SN KUL998. 99% matte black finish shows only a few very light marks on frame from 
holster, good bore, 3 dot sights, skeletonized hammer and trigger, checkered plastic Punisher grips show 
light handling, 1-7 rnd magazines and leather hybrid holster. Very good condition. 22-1893 NOTE: Please 
refer to the terms and conditions of this sale in regards to firearms with high capacity magazines.

250

113
Astra/Interarms 
A100 Semi 
Automatic Pistol

45 Auto, 3 5/8" bbl, SN S4562. Matte black finish shows average handling, good bore, checkered plastic 
grips show average handling, 1-9 rnd magazine, papers and factory plastic box. Good condition. 22-1771 
NOTE: Please refer to the terms and conditions of this sale in regards to firearms with high capacity 
magazines.

100

114
Star/Interarms 
PD Semi 
Automatic Pistol

45ACP, 3 3/4" bbl, SN 1826975. 65% blue finish shows frost coating texture of moderate freckling and 
areas of light oxidation, good bore, adjustable rear sight, checkered Pachmayr Signature model rubber 
grips show average handling, 1-8? rnd not factory magazine. Good condition. 22-1897 NOTE: Please refer 
to the terms and conditions of this sale in regards to firearms with high capacity magazines.

100

115
Charter Arms 
Explorer II Semi 
Automatic Pistol

22LR, 8" bbl, SN B012237. 85% textured black finish shows moderate handling with chips and areas of 
loss on most edges, fair bore, take down design, ribbed plastic grips show average handling, 2-8 rnd 
magazines. Good condition. 22-1831 NOTE: Please refer to the terms and conditions of this sale in 
regards to firearms with high capacity magazines.

70

116

European 
American Arms
/Fratelli 
Tanfoglio 
Witness Semi 
Automatic Pistol

9mm, 4 3/8" bbl, SN AE68841. 98% matte black finish shows light/average handling with a few small 
scuff and scratches, good bore, textured rubber Tanfoglio marked grips show light handling, 1-15 rnd 
magazine. Good condition. 22-1864 NOTE: Please refer to the terms and conditions of this sale in regards 
to firearms with high capacity magazines.

200

117 SCCY CPX-2 Semi 
Automatic Pistol

9mm, 3" bbl, SN C047751. Matte stainless slide shows light handling, good bore, Crimson Trace red dot 
sight, black polymer frame/grip shows average handling with small abrasions on left upper rear corner, 1-
10 rnd magazine. Good condition. 22-1868 NOTE: Please refer to the terms and conditions of this sale in 
regards to firearms with high capacity magazines.

100

118 Taurus G2C Semi 
Automatic Pistol

9mm, 3" bbl, SN ACD764650. 100% matte black finish on slide, good bore, 3 dot sights, black polymer 
frame/grip shows no handling, 2-12 rnd magazines, papers and factory cardboard box. Appears new in 
box. Excellent condition. 22-1885 NOTE: Please refer to the terms and conditions of this sale in regards 
to firearms with high capacity magazines.

100

119
Taurus PT100 
HD Police Semi 
Automatic Pistol

40 S&W, 4 7/8" bbl, SN SOD74179. 99% matte black with polished blue side panels show very light 
handling, good bore, 3 dot sights, checkered rubber grips show light average handling, 1- 10 rnd 
magazine. Good condition. 22-1901 NOTE: Please refer to the terms and conditions of this sale in regards 
to firearms with high capacity magazines.

150

120
Taurus PT111 
Pro Semi 
Automatic Pistol

9mm, 3" bbl, SN TCS14579. Matte stainless finish on slide shows average handling, good bore, 2 dot 
sights, polymer frame/grips shows very light handling, 1-12 rnd magazine. Good condition. 22-1895 
NOTE: Please refer to the terms and conditions of this sale in regards to firearms with high capacity 
magazines.

100

121
Kel-Tec PMR-30 
Semi Automatic 
Pistol

22WMR, 4 1/4" bbl, SN WXOR29. 95% matte black on slide shows average handling, good bore, fiber 
optic sights, black polymer frame/grip shows average handling, 2-30 rnd magazines, papers, extra fiber 
optic inserts and factory plastic case. Good condition. 22-1878 NOTE: Please refer to the terms and 
conditions of this sale in regards to firearms with high capacity magazines.

100

122

Norinco Model 
213 (Chinese 
Tokarev) Semi 
Automatic Pistol

9mm, 4 1/2" bbl, SN 13049373. 95% blue finish shows average handling with areas of loss and touch up 
on right side and top of muzzle, good bore, checkered plastic grips show average handling, 2-8 rnd 
magazines, cleaning rod in factory plastic case. Good condition. 22-1880 NOTE: Please refer to the terms 
and conditions of this sale in regards to firearms with high capacity magazines.

100

123

IMI/Magnum 
Research Desert 
Eagle Semi 
Automatic Pistol

44 Rem Mag, 6" bbl, SN 33200740. Nickel finish shows average handling, good bore, rubber finger groove 
grips show average handling, 1-8 rnd magazine, papers and plastic factory case. Good condition. 22-1891 
NOTE: Please refer to the terms and conditions of this sale in regards to firearms with high capacity 
magazines.

300
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124
Heckler & Koch 
P9S Semi 
Automatic Pistol

45ACP, 4" bbl, SN 404-163. 98% matte black finish shows light handling with scattered freckles on top of 
slide, good bore, adjustable rear sight, black polymer frame/grip shows light hanging, 1-7 rnd magazine. 
Good condition. 22-1898 NOTE: Please refer to the terms and conditions of this sale in regards to 
firearms with high capacity magazines.

250

125
Heckler & Koch 
P7 M8 Semi 
Automatic Pistol

9mm, 4" bbl, SN 87997. 85% matte black finish shows general thinning with scratches on side of slide, 
good bore, 3 dot sights, textured plastic grips show average handling. 1-8 rnd magazine. Good condition. 
22-1892 NOTE: Please refer to the terms and conditions of this sale in regards to firearms with high 
capacity magazines.

500

126

High Standard 
M-101 Dura-
Matic Semi 
Automatic Pistol

22LR, 4 1/2" bbl, SN 1477407. 98% blue finish shows average handling, good bore, checkered plastic 
grips show average handling. 1-10rnd magazine. Good condition. 22-1615 NOTE: Please refer to the 
terms and conditions of this sale in regards to firearms with high capacity magazines.

150

127

Canik/Century 
Arms Signature 
Series Limited 
production 
TP9SFX Semi 
Automatic Pistol

9mm, 5 5/8" bbl, SN 21BC73222. 99% white/gray finish slide with polymer frame/grip shows only very 
light handling, good bore, Warren rear sight with fiber optic front, slide marked 3222 / 7500, original 
matching number non threaded barrel with good bore, 2-18 rnd magazines, mag loader, holster, 4 extra 
optics mounting plates, extra palm swell, cleaning tools, papers and factory plastic case. Very good 
condition. 22-1962 NOTE: Please refer to the terms and conditions of this sale in regards to firearms with 
high capacity magazines.

250

128
SAR Arms/EAA 
SARB6P Semi 
Automatic Pistol

9mm, 4 1/4" bbl, SN T1102 16E15481. 98% matte black finish on slide shows only very light handling, 
polymer frame/grip shows light handling with a small deep scratch on right upper front corner of slide 
channel, good bore, 3 dot sights, 2-15 rnd magazines. Good condition. 22-1966 NOTE: Please refer to the 
terms and conditions of this sale in regards to firearms with high capacity magazines.

150

129

Browning 
(Belgian) A5 
Light Twelve 
Semi Automatic 
Shotgun

12Ga, 27 1/2" bbl, 2 3/4" chamber, Mod choke, SN 68G52710. 80% blue finish shows general thinning 
with areas of loss on carry points and a scattered light freckles, good bore, engraved receiver, checkered 
wood stock and forearm show average handling with ill fitting red rubber replacement recoil pad. Good 
condition. 22-1813 C&R

200

130

Remington 1100 
Classic Field 
Semi Automatic 
Shotgun

16Ga. 2 3/4" chamber, imp cyl choke tube, 25 1/2" bbl, SN R234472W. 95% blue finish shows average 
handling with areas of light freckles, good bore, vent rib with center bead, checkered wood stock and 
forearm show average handling. 14" LOP, 4 1/2 lb trigger pull. Good condition. 22-1911

250

130A Product is Sold 
AS IS Please review all photos and fully read all descriptions.

131

Remington 
Mohawk 48 
Semi Automatic 
Shotgun

12Ga. 26" bbl, 2 3/4" chamber, Adjustable Poly choke, SN 5250406. 85% blue finish shows areas of light 
freckles, good bore, checkered wood stock and forearm show average handling with 1" scrape/dent on 
right side of comb. Good condition. 22-1822 C&R

150

132
Beretta 1201F 
Semi Automatic 
Shotgun

12Ga. 28" bbl, 3" chamber, Full choke tube, SN T36917E. 98% cerakote type finish shows average 
handling with area of light freckles near muzzle and small area of tape/sticker residue/staining on right 
side rear of receiver, good bore, synthetic stock and forearm show average handling with nylon sling. 14 1
/2" LOP, 6LB trigger pull. Good condition. 22-1957

200

133
Ithaca Mag-10 
Semi Automatic 
Shotgun

10Ga. 32" bbl, 3 1/2" chamber, Full choke, SN 100024277. 90% gray parkerized finish shows thinning 
with loss on most crisp edges, good bore, vent rib, with center bead, wood stock and forearm show 
average handling with leather sling. 14 1/4" LOP, 3LB trigger pull. Good condition. 22-1924

200

134

Ithaca Model 
900 Semi 
Automatic 
Shotgun

12Ga. 2 3/4" chamber, Mod choke, 28" bbl, SN S7302345. 80% blue finish shows moderate handling with 
thinning and loss on edges and carry points and area of oxidation on breech, good bore, gold fill 
engraved receiver, vent rib with center bead, checkered wood stock and forearm show moderate 
handling. 14" LOP, 7lb trigger pull. Good condition. 22-1915

150

135
Mossberg 535 
Pump Action 
Shotgun

12Ga. 22"bbl, 3 1/2" chamber, 670XX Full Turkey choke tube, SN AT096846. 98% camo wrap has small 1" 
abrasion through wrap on right side of barrel approx 10" from muzzle, good bore, vent rib with center 
bead and fiber optic front and rear sights, choke tube and trigger show areas of oxidation, camo 
wrapped checkered synthetic stock and forearm show light handling with added slip on rubber recoil pad 
and sling. 15" LOP with slip on pad, 5lb trigger pull. Good condition. 22-1729

100

136
Mossberg 500A 
Pump Action 
Shotgun

12Ga. 20" bbl, 3" chamber, Imp cyl choke tube, SN R992589. 95% camo wrap shows areas of scratches 
and small abrasions, good bore, vent rib with center bead and fiber optic front and rear sights, camo 
wrap collapsible stock with side saddle shell carrier, pistol grip and checkered forearm show average 
handling, 14 5/8" LOP, 7 LB trigger pull. Good condition. 22-1786

100

137

Maverick By 
Mossberg Model 
88 Youth Pump 
Action Rifle

20Ga. 22" bbl, 3" chamber, Mod choke tube, SN MV0755830. 99% blue finish shows light handling, good 
bore, vent rib with center bead, checkered synthetic stock with slip on recoil pad and forearm show light 
handling, 12" LOP without slip on pad, 7Lb trigger pull. Very good condition. 22-1719

60

138
Remington 
870TB Pump 
Action Shotgun

12Ga, 30" bbl, 2 3/4" chamber, Mod/Trap choke, SN S028761V. 95% blue finish shows average handling 
with a 3" long scratch on left side of receiver, good bore, vent rib with center bead, highly figured 
checkered wood stock shows average handling with felt and vinyl glued on cheek piece and adjustable 
butt plate. Good condition. 22-1917

150
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139

Winchester (Pre 
64) Model 12 
Pump Action 
Shotgun

12Ga. 28" bbl, 2 3/4" chamber, Mod choke, SN 1703939. 90% blue finish shows thinning on most edges 
and scattered areas of light freckling, good bore, wood stock and ribbed forearm show average handling 
with older refinish. Good condition. 22-1820 C&R

150

140

WInchester (Pre 
64) Model 12 
Pump Action 
Shotgun

16Ga. 28" bbl, 2 3/4" chamber, Full choke, SN 1847844. 90% blue finish shows average handing with 
areas of freckling and thinning on crisp edges, good bore, wood stock and rubber forearm show average 
handling, 14" LOP, 7lb trigger pull. Good condition. 22-1909 C&R

150

141

Winchester (Pre 
64) Model 12 
Pump Action 
Shotgun

20Ga, 25" bbl, 2 3/4" chamber, Mod choke, SN 275339. 20% blue finish on barrel most metal shows silver
/gray patina, good bore, wood stock and ribbed forearm show average handling with a large chip missing 
from toe, 13 1/2" LOP, 5lb trigger pull. Good condition. 22-1910 C&R

100

142

Winchester 
Model 1300 Slug 
Hunter Combo 
Pump Action 
Shotgun

12Ga. 26 1/2" bbl, 3" chamber, Mod choke tube, SN L2453918. 95% blue finish shows average handling 
with loss on crisp edges of receiver, vent rib, checkered laminated wood stock and ribbed forearm show 
average handling, 22" rifled barrel with rifle sights has good bore (will need brushing to remove lead 
residue from rifling) shows 90% matte black finish with areas of light freckling and factory cardboard box. 
14" LOP, 7 LB trigger pull. Good condition. 22-1810

100

143

Winchester 
Model 1300 
Pump Action 
Shotgun

12Ga. 28" bbl, 3" chamber, full choke tube, SN L3257799. 95% blue finish shows scattered areas of 
freckling and minor scratches, good bore, vent rib, checkered wood stock and forearm show average 
handling with area of white residue on right side wrist in checkering, 13 7/8" LOP, heavy 8 LB+ trigger 
pull. Good condition. 22-1785

60

144

Winchester (Pre 
64) Model 97 
Pump Action 
Shotgun

12Ga. 30" bbl, 2 3/4" chamber, Full choke, SN 1014954. 85% blue finish shows areas of moderate 
freckling with thinning on most edges, good bore, wood stock and ribbed forearm show average 
handling with fine 1" crack on right side of wrist against receiver edge, 13 3/8" LOP, 4 1/2 LB trigger pull. 
Good condition. 22-1722

150

145

Ithaca Model 37 
Featherlight 
Pump Action 
Shotgun

12Ga. 30" bbl, 2 3/4" chamber, Full choke, SN 371157224. 98% blue finish shows only light handling with 
a few scattered light freckles, good bore, day glo front sight, engraved receiver, front lower edge of 
receiver between barrel and loading port shows area of grinding marks possible to remove a name from 
metal, checkered wood stock and forearm show light/average handling. 12 7/8" LOP, heavy 8 lb trigger 
pull. Good condition. 22-1888

150

146

Landor Arms
/Canyon Arms 
Lever Action 
Shotgun

12Ga. 21 3/4" bbl, 3" chamber, Mod choke tubes, SN TX00648. 95% matte black finish shows average 
handling with a small area of abrasions on front left side of receiver, good bore, vent rib, laced leather 
wrap on lever, checkered wood stock and forearm show average handling. 14 1/2LOP, heavy 8 LB+ 
trigger pull. Good condition. 22-1728

100

147 SKB Model 100 
SxS Shotgun

12Ga. 26" bbls, 2 3/4" chambers, IM/Mod chokes, SN S5135110. 95% blue finish shows average handling 
with a few light freckles and small scratch on muzzle of left barrel, good bores, solid rib, 98% coverage 
engraved scalloped receiver, extractors, checkered high gloss wood stock and forearm show average 
handling with dents and abrasions on right side of comb and just behind pistol grip, repaired crack in 
plastic butt plate. 14" LOP, 7LB trigger pull. Good condition. 22-1951

250

148
Parker Bros VH 
Grade SxS 
Shotgun

12Ga. 29 7/8" bbls, 2 5/8" chambers, SN 114454. Brown/gray patina, good bores, solid rib with center 
bead marked Parker Brothers Makers Meriden Conn Vulcan Steel, border engraved receiver, extractors, 
checkered wood stock and forearm show average handling with a few fine cracks in rear of forearm and 
a plug through repair at wrist with a fine crack on right side and the comb area has been cut out and 
replaced with a new piece of wood making the comb higher than original with replacement recoil pad 
and spacers. 14 18" LOP rear trigger and 15" front trigger, 6LB trigger pull. Good condition. 22-1944 C&R

100

149 Hopkins & Allen 
SxS Shotgun

12Ga. 30" bbls, 2 3/4" chambers, Mod/imp chokes, SN 447. Gray patina with silver gray on breech area, 
good bores, solid rib, receiver shows 25% case color finish, extractors, checkered wood stock and 
forearm shows moderate handling with large loose putty repair on top right side of tang. 13 1/8" LOP 
rear trigger and 14" front trigger, 4 1/2 & 6LB trigger pull. Fair condition. 22-1946 C&R

50

150
Charles Harvan 
Castilian Grade 
SxS Shotgun

12Ga. 28" bbls, 2 3/4" bbls, Full/Mod chokes, SN 114. 98% blue finish on barrels with small areas of light 
freckling, good bores, solid rib, engraved white receiver with bird dogs on both sides, extractors, cross 
bolt style action similar to a Greener, checkered wood stock and forearm show average handling. 13" 
LOP rear trigger and 13 7/8" front trigger, 8LB trigger pull. Good condition. 22-1945

100

151

Chinese/ IAC 
Model 99 1887 
Coach SxS 
Shotgun

12Ga, 20" bbls, 3" chambers, Mod/Cylinder chokes, SN 9284. 98% blue finish shows scattered light 
freckling, good bores, rabbit ear hammers, push button safety, wood stock and forearm show average 
handling, extractors, 13 1/2 rear trigger and 14 3/8" front trigger LOP, heavy 8LB+ trigger pull. Good 
condition. 22-1721

100

152

E R Amantino
/Stoeger Coach 
Gun Supreme 
SxS Shotgun

12Ga. 20" bbls, 3" chambers, Mod/Imp chokes, SN A337472-22. 98% blue finish on barrels shows 
scattered light freckles, solid rib with vented bottom rib, white/silver receiver shows light handling, 
extractors, checkered wood stock and forearm show average handling, 14 3/8" LOP single trigger, heavy 
8LB+ trigger pull. Good condition. 22-1725

100

153

Savage Fox 
Model BSE 
Series H SxS 
Shotgun

12Ga. 30" bbl, 3" chambers, Full/Mod chokes, E099976, 75% blue finish on barrels shows areas of loss 
and moderate flecking, vent rib with center bead, top of barrels marked Westfield Mass. Receiver shows 
95% case color with light freckling and smiling fox on belly, ejectors, single trigger, checkered wood stock 
and forearm show average handling with crack on left side of forearm along barrel channel, Indian head 
pistol grip cap, 13 5/*" LOP, 6 1/2 LB trigger pull. Good condition. 22-1949

150
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154
A H Fox 
Sterlingworth 
SxS Shotgun

12Ga. 30" bbls, 2 3/4" chambers, Full/Mod chokes, SN 92310. Dark gray/silver patina, good bores, solid 
rib, border engraved receiver, extractors, checkered wood stock and forearm show average handling 
with moderate wear on checkering and small crack at toe and chipped toe on butt plate. 13 1/8" LOP 
rear trigger and 14" front trigger, 4 1/2 Lb trigger pull front trigger and heavy 8LB + rear trigger. Good 
condition. 22-1948 C&R

150

155
LC Smith Field 
Grade SxS 
Shotgun

12Ga. 30" bbl, Chambers have rust and minor pitting, Full/Mod chokes, SN R81918. Silver/gray patina, 
good bores, Right barrel has a small dent approx 15" from muzzle, extractors, checkered wood stock and 
forearm show average handling with red rubber Decelerator recoil pad with black line spacer,13 7/8 rear 
trigger and 14 3/4" front trigger LOP, 5 LB trigger pull. Good condition. 22-1811 C&R

250

156
LC Smith O 
Grade SxS 
Shotgun

12Ga. 30" Damascus bbls, 2 3/4" chambers, Full/Mod chokes, SN 109137. Silver gray patina, poor bores 
with pitting, lower barrel rib has been resoldered, extractors, checkered wood stock and forearm with 
ebony forearm cap. 12 1/2" rear trigger and 13 5/8 front trigger LOP, 5LB trigger pull. Fair condition. 22-
1852 C&R

70

157
LC Smith Field 
Grade SXS 
Shotgun

20Ga. 26" bbl, 2 3/4" chambers, Full/Mod chokes, SN 138449. 90% blue finish shows general thinning 
and areas of discoloration with a small grinder nick on right side just forward of hinge pin on forearm 
hook, good bores, solid rib with center bead, ejectors, wood stock and forearm show average handling 
with older glue repaired cracks along both sides of barrel channel on replacement forearm, forearm is 
difficult to release and reinstall, fine cracks on both sided at rear edge of receiver rubber recoil pad has 
crystalized and turned brittle. 13 1/8" LOP rear trigger and 14" front trigger, 8LB trigger pull rear trigger 
and 4LB front trigger pull. Good condition. 22-1925 C&R

200

158
LC Smith Field 
Grade SxS 
Shotgun

12Ga. 32" bbls, 2 3/4" chambers, Full/Mod chokes, SN 52042. 90% blue finish on barrels with scattered 
areas of light freckles and thinning on most edges, good bores, solid rib, receiver shows brown/silver 
patina with small areas of case color under lever and in protected areas, extractors, checkered wood 
stock and forearm show average handling with home re-checkering/deepening on wrist (most visible on 
left side) 13 1/4" LOP rear trigger and 141/8" front, 4 1/2 LB trigger pull. Good condition. 22-1947 C&R

150

159
Stevens 311 
Series H SxS 
Shotgun

410, 25 1/2" bbls, 3" chambers, Full/Full chokes, SN C541479. 95% blue finish on barrels show average 
handling with area of loss on right side above receiver, good bores, solid rib, 95% case color on receiver, 
extractors, checkered wood stock and forearm show average handling, 13 3/8" LOP rear trigger and 14 1
/4" front trigger, 6 1/2 LB trigger pull. Good condition. 22-1950

150

160
Remington 1889 
Grade 1 SxS 
Shotgun

12Ga, 30" bbls, 2 3/4" chambers, chokes appear to be Mod/Mod, SN 54964. Gray/brown patina, good 
bores, solid rib marked Remington Arms Co. lion NY USA. Receiver shows small amounts of case color in 
protected areas, nice original C style hammers, Extractors, checkered wood stock and forearm show light 
average handling with forearm still having the original Horn nose piece. 13 1/4" LOP rear trigger and 14 1
/8" front trigger. Good condition. 22-1955 C&R

100

161

Verona/ECC 
Model LX501 
Over Under 
Shotgun

12Ga. 28" bbls, 3" chambers, Full/Mod choke tubes, SN 168507. 99% blue finish shows light handling, 
good bores, vent rib, engraved receiver, ejectors, checkered wood stock and forearm shows light 
handling with a few light scuff and scratches, 14 5/8" LOP, 6 lb trigger pull. Very good condition. 22-1459

200

162
SKB Model 505 
Trap Over
/Under Shotgun

12Ga. 29 7/8" bbls, 3" chambers, EX-Full/IMPM Choke tubes, SN NS85031. 98% blue finish on barrels 
show light/average handling with a few scattered freckles and small area of oxidation along rib, good 
bores, engraved white receiver, ejectors, ported barrels with vent rib and center bead, checkered wood 
stock and forearm show average handling with fine 1 3/4" crack on right side of forearm from rear edge 
forward, adjustable comb and butt plate, 14 1/4" LOP as adjusted, 5LB trigger pull. Good condition. 22-
1824

350

163
Krieghoff Model 
32 Over/Under 
Shotgun

12Ga. 30" bbls, 2 3/4" chambers, Mod/Imp Mod chokes, SN 1429. 95% blue finish shows average 
handling with thinning on carry points, trigger guard and crisp edges and minor scratches and abrasions 
on receiver sides, good bores, vent rib with center bead, engraved receiver, ejectors, removable wide 
trigger shoe, checkered wood stock and forearm show moderate handling with bumps, bruises and 
shallow scratches, chip in forearm at release lever, adjustable butt plate and comb. 13 3/4" LOP as 
currently set, 2 1/2 & 4 1/2 LB trigger pulls. Good condition. 22-1919

400

164

Browning 
(Japan) BT99 
Single Shot 
Shotgun

12Ga. 34" bbl, 2 3/4" chamber, Full choke, SN 01618RR149. 95% blue finish shows general thinning with 
loss on crisp edges and scattered freckles, good bore, ported barrel, vent rib with center bead, engraved 
receiver, ejector, checkered wood stock and forearm show average handling with slightly oversized 
replacement recoil pad, 14" LOP, 4LB trigger pull. Good condition. 22-1826

300

165
Remington 90-T 
Single Shot 
Shotgun

12Ga. 34" bbl, 2 3/4" chamber, Imp choke, SN ST 00282. 98% blue finish on ported barrel and receiver 
side plates shows average handling, receiver shows 95% blue/plum color with thinning on carry points 
and edges, good bore, vent rib with center bead, ejector, highly figured checkered wood stock and 
forearm show average handling with adjustable butt plate and comb. 14 5/16" LOP as currently set, 3LB 
trigger pull. Good condition. 22-1918

300

166
Remington 90-T 
Single Shot 
Shotgun

12Ga. 34" bbl, 2 3/4" chamber, full choke, SN ST 02688. 95% blue finish on barrel and receiver side plates 
show thinning on carry points and area of loss on left side of breech, receiver and high vent rib with 
center bead show a blue/plum with thinning on carry points, good bore, ejector, highly figured 
checkered wood stock and forearm show average handling with area of abrasions on edges of pistol grip, 
adjustable butt plate and comb. 14 1/4" LOP as currently set, 3LB trigger pull. With factory cardboard 
box. Good condition. 22-1916

350

167
Savage 24 H-DL 
Combination 
Over/Under

22WMR/20Ga. 24" bbls, 3" chamber, Full choke, NSN. 85% blue finish on barrel shows general thinning 
with remnants of old varnish? touch up over blue, good bores, engraved white receiver shows minor 
scratches, extractors, hammer mounted barrel selector, checkered wood stock and forearm show 
average handling with fine 1 1/2" crack on right side of wrist. 14 5/16" LOP. Good condition. 22-1952 C&R

200
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168

German 
Combination 
Guild Gun Over
/Under

9.3x74R? (8.85mm bore) over 16Ga. 28 3/8" bbls, SN 445. 99% blue finish shows very light handling, 
good bores, solid rib with fold down safari style rear sight, beautifully 100% coverage engraved scalloped 
receiver shows a nice dark nickel coin color with stags and game birds, twin cocking indicators on top 
rear of receiver, receiver face between firing pins is a small circle with w over w over v, side of breech is 
marked Krup Fluss Stahl and Nitro with proof and bottom of breech is marked with numerous proofs and 
load specs (see photos) horn trigger guard, pistol grip cap and butt plate (butt plate has minor chips 
along edges) engraved spring loaded cartridge trap to hold 4 rifle rnds, highly figured checkered wood 
stock and forearm show light/average handling with carved cheek piece and small chip on right side top 
front corner by cocking indicator and small fine crack on right. European style sling loops, 13" LOP rear 
trigger and 14" front, 7 1/2 LB trigger pulls. Good condition. 22-1973 C&R

600

169

German 
Combination 
Guild Gun Over
/Under

9.3x74R? (8.85 bore) over 16Ga. 27 1/8" bbls, SN 1204. Dark gray patina, fair bores, solid rib has loose 
area near center, fold down safari style rear sight, 100% coverage engraved scalloped receiver shows a 
nice dark nickel coin finish with stags, waterfowl and dogs, twin cocking indicators on top of receiver, 
sides of breech is marked Krup Fluss Stahl with Nitro proof, bottom of breech shows numerous proofs 
and load specs, horn trigger guard is broken at front screw and cracked at rear screw, horn pistol grip cap 
is loose and horn butt plate is missing toe, 4 rnd cartridge trap, checkered wood stock and forearm show 
moderate handling with large chip missing from toe, cracks and chips on right side of wrist and large 
chips missing along barrel channel of forearm, rifle barrel does not cock or fire, 12 5/8 LOP rear trigger 
and 13 7/8" front trigger. Poor condition. 22-1983 C&R

100

170
Weatherby 
Vanguard Bolt 
Action Rifle

6.5 Creedmoor, 24" bbl, SN VB116389. 95% blue finish shows scattered light freckling with areas of 
abrasion and moderate freckling on muzzle crown, good bore, Weaver style scope bases, synthetic stock 
with rubber grip panels shows average handling and small area of white paint residue on left side edge of 
recoil pad, collapsible folding bipod mounted on forearm sling stud, Brute sling. 13 1/2" LOP, 3 1/2 lb 
trigger pull. With factory cardboard box. Good condition. 22-1788

300

171
Weatherby 
Vanguard Bolt 
Action Rifle

7mm Rem Mag, 24" bbl, SN V72911. 99% blue finish shows light handling, good bore,Leupold style scope 
base, checkered wood stock with Rosewood deluxe forearm end cap and pistol grip cap with diamond, 
show light handling. 13 3/8" LOP, 3 1/2 LB trigger pull. With original cardboard box. Very good condition. 
22-1819

300

172 Leupold Rifle 
Scope

Vari X-II 3-9 with Duo-plex reticle and clear optics and Leupold style rings. Removed from prior lot. Good 
condition. 40

173
Howa/Interarms 
Model 1500 Bolt 
Action Rifle

223 Rem, 22" bbl, SN BOO2882. 95% blue finish shows areas of moderate freckling, good bore, Williams 
rear sight and hooded front, skip line checkered wood stock shows average handling, 13 3/8" LOP, 5 LB 
trigger pull. With nylon sling. Good condition. 22-1794

250

174
Remington 
Model 700 Bolt 
Action Rifle

223 Rem, 24" bbl, SN E6778105. 98% textured matte black finish shows areas of scattered freckles, good 
bore, Simmons Whitetail Classic 2.5-8x scope with Duo-plex reticle and clear optics mounted on Weaver 
rings and bases, granite finish on scope body shows areas of touched up abrasions, checkered synthetic 
stock shows average handling, 13 1/4" LOP, 2 1/4 LB trigger pull. Good condition. 22-1797

200

175
Remington 700 
BDL Bolt Action 
Rifle

338 Win Mag, 24" bbl, SN C6450647. 99% blue finish shows light handling, good bore, Leupold scope 
base and rings, factory rear sight and hooded front, jeweled bolt, skip line checkered wood stock shows 
light handling with black pistol grip cap, forearm cap and recoil pad all with white line spacers. 13 1/4" 
LOP, 6LB trigger pull. Very good condition. 22-1816

200

176
Remington 
Model 788 Bolt 
Action Rifle

22-250 Rem, 23 3/4" bbl, SN 6028970. 95% blue finish shows thinning on crisp edges and carry points, 
good bore, factory sights are included but not installed, Weaver scope rings and bases, wood stock 
shows average handling with papers and 1-4 rnd magazine and factory sights, 13 5/8" LOP, 5 1/2 LB 
trigger pull. Good condition. 22-1923

150

177 Leupold Rifle 
Scope

10X with tapered cross hairs with ranging and clear optics, body shows plum color with ring marks. 
Removed from prior lot. Good Condition 40

178
Remington 
Model 770 Bolt 
Action Rifle

300 Win Mag, 24" bbl, SN M72080285. 98% matte black finish shows average handling with a few small 
freckles, good bore, unmarked 3-9x40 scope with heavy Duo-plex reticle and clear optics mounted on 
Weaver style base, extendable folding bipod, synthetic stock with textured grips panels shows light
/average handling 13 1/4" LOP, 5LB trigger pull, 2-3 rnd magazines (1 has small crack in floor plate that 
does not affect function) and nylon sling. Good condition. 22-1971

200

179
Ruger M77 Mark 
II Bolt Action 
Rifle

338 Win Mag, 24" bbl, SN 780-93864. 99% blue finish shows light handling, good bore, scope rings, 
checkered wood stock shows light/average handling with a few small dents on left side of butt. 13 1/2" 
LOP, 5 1/2 LB trigger pull. With factory cardboard box. Good condition. 22-1818

200

180 Nikon Rifle Scope Prostaff 3-9x40 with Duo-plex reticle and clear optics, removed from prior lot. Good condition. 40

181
Winchester 
Model 70 Bolt 
Action Rifle

7MM Rem Mag, 26" bbl, SN G2352282. 99% matte black finish shows only light handling, good bore, 
Weaver style scope bases, jeweled bolt with knurled handle, checkered synthetic stock shows no 
handling, slightly oversized Decelerator recoil pad,13 7/8" LOP, 5LB trigger pull. Very Good condition. 22-
1855

200

182

Revelation
/Savage Model 
230-B Bolt 
Action Rifle

222 Rem, 24" bbl, SN D786881. 95% blue finish shows average handling with a few scattered freckles and 
thinning on carry points, good bore, folding rear sight, Tasco 4-16x40 scope with Duo-plex reticle and 
ranging mounted on Weaver rings and quick release side mount base, scope is missing turret caps, skip 
line checkered wood stock with leather sling shows average handling. 1-4 round magazine. 13 3/4" LOP, 
4 1/2 lb trigger pull. Good condition. 22-1823

80
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183

Winchester (Pre 
64) Model 55 
Take Down 
Lever Action Rifle

32 Win Special, 24 1/4" bbl, SN 1069077, 65% blue finish shows average handling with areas of moderate 
freckling and loss, good bore, wood stock and forearm show average handling. 13 1/8" LOP, 4 lb trigger 
pull. Good condition. 22-1840

300

184

Winchester 
Model 94 
Limited Edition 
Lever Action Rifle

30-30 Win, 20" bbl, SN 77L1317. 100% blue finish on barrel and magazine tube, good bore, engraved 
brass colored receiver with big game scenes on both sides shows small area of oxidation on left side rear 
edge above trigger, highly figured checkered wood stock and forearm show light handling with minor 
oxidation on edges of steel butt plate. 13 3/8" LOP, 6lb trigger pull. With original Limited edition marked 
brown cardboard sleeve with styrofoam insert and wood case and papers. Very good condition. 22-1664 
C&R

300

185

Winchester 
Model 94AE 
Large Loop 
Centennial Lever 
Action Rifle

44 Rem Mag, 16" bbl, SN 6113386. 95% blue finish shows areas of scattered moderate freckles on barrel, 
magazine tube and lever and area of abrasions on sides of receiver, good bore, Bushnell Sportview 3-9 
scope on Kwik Site see through rings with Duo-plex reticle and clear optics, large loop lever, left side 
steel saddle ring, right side of receiver marked 1894-1994, right side removable hammer extension, 
wood stock and forearm show average handling. 13 1/2" LOP, 5 LB trigger pull. Good condition. 22-1798

350

186
Winchester 
Model 94 Lever 
Action Rifle

30-30 Win, 20" bbl, SN 2707829X. 50% blue finish shows moderate/heavy freckling on most of barrel and 
magazine tube, receiver looks to have been antiqued with a rough cast appearance, good bore, wood 
stock and forearm shows moderate handling with numerous dents. 13 1/4" LOP, 3 lb trigger pull. Good 
condition. 22-1791 C&R

200

187
Winchester (Pre 
64) Model 1894 
Lever Action Rifle

32 Win Special, 20" bbl, SN 1716990. 85% blue finish shows average handling with moderate freckling, 
good bore, wood stock and forearm show average handling with rear sling stud missing from butt. 13" 
LOP, 4 1/2 lb trigger pull. Good condition. 22-1953 C&R

200

188
Marlin Model 
1895 Lever 
Action Rifle

45-70, 21 7/8" bbl, SN B010664. 95% blue finish shows average handling with area of oxidation/pitting 
on left side of muzzle and scattered freckling, good bore, Marbles tang mounted rear peep sight and 
globe front, JM marked barrel, right side removable hammer extension, wood stock and forearm show 
most of the finish reworked to show a dull appearance and course texture with areas around edges and 
lower tang showing smooth gloss finish, 13 7/8" LOP, 4 LB trigger pull. Good condition. 22-1787

250

189
Marlin Model 
1894FG Lever 
Action Rifle

41 Rem Mag, 20 1/4" bbl, SN 96035313. 98% blue finish shows light handling with a few scattered light 
freckles, good bore, hooded front sight, checkered wood stock and forearm show light/average handling 
with nylon sling, 13 5/8" LOP, 6 1/2 lb trigger pull. Good condition. 22-1789

200

190
Marlin Model 
30AS Lever 
Action Rifle

30-30 Win, 20 1/4" bbl, SN 05029042. 95% blue finish shows average handling with a few scattered 
freckles, good bore, Tasco 3-12X scope with Duo-plex reticle and clear optics mounted on Weaver rings, 
removable hammer extension on right side, checkered wood stock and forearm show light/average 
handling. 13 3/8" LOP, 5lb trigger pull. Good condition. 22-1465

200

191
Savage Model 
99 Lever Action 
Rifle

300 Savage, 24" bbl, SN 563443. 80% blue finish shows average handling with general thinning and areas 
of moderate freckling, good bore, lever still shows 80% case color, brass round counter, folding rear 
sight, Tasco 2.5-8 scope with fine crosshairs and fair optics on Weaver tip off mounts, checkered wood 
stock and schnabel style forearm show average handling. 13 1/8" LOP, 4LB trigger pull. Good condition. 
22-1825

200

192
Rossi/Interarms 
Model 65SRC 
Lever Action Rifle

45 Colt, 20" bbl, SN AM06528. 85% blue finish shows areas of heavy freckling and pitting, fair bore, wood 
stock and forearm show average handling. 12 1/2" LOP, 4 1/2 LB trigger pull. Good condition. 22-1802 150

193
Rossi/Interarms 
Model 92SRC 
Lever Action Rifle

38 special/357 Mag, 20" bbl, SN K068033. 98% blue finish shows light handling with a few light scratches, 
good bore, left side of receiver has steel saddle ring and Cougar medallion, wood stock and forearm 
show average handling,12 3/4" LOP, 4lb trigger pull. Good condition. 22-1922

150

194

Remington 
Gamemaster 
760 Pump 
Action Rifle

30-06, 22" bbl, SN 535733. 85% blue finish shows moderate freckling on receiver and areas of scattered 
freckling on barrel, good bore, Kwik Site see through scope mounts, date code on barrel appears to have 
been restruck and is not legible, basket weave checkered stock and forearm show moderate handling 
and light mold staining on right side of butt, 1-4 rnd magazine. 13 1/4" LOP, 4 1/2 LB trigger pull. Good 
condition. 22-1793

200

195 Leupold Rifle 
Scope

Vari-X II, 3-9 with Duo-plex reticle and clear optics, body shows average handling with minor scratches. 
Removed from prior lot. Good condition. 50

196

Remington 
Gamemaster 
760 Pump 
Action Rifle

30-06, 22" bbl, SN 152298. 90% blue finish shows general thinning on crisp edges and carry points with 
scattered freckling, good bore, Bushnell scopechief IV 4x scope with fine crosshairs and clear optics 
mounted on Kwik Site see through rings, wood stock and ribbed forearm show heavy handling with 
several deep scratches and bruises, leather sling, 13 1/2" LOP, 4Lb trigger pull. 2-4 rnd magazines. Good 
condition. 22-1954 C&R

200

197

Remington 
Gamemaster 
760 Pump 
Action Rifle

30-06, 22" bbl, SN 7000912. 80% blue finish shows general thinning with areas of moderate freckles and 
scratches, good bore, vintage Redfield 3-9 scope with Duo-plex reticle and clear optics mounted on Kwik 
site see thru rings, scope body shows scuff and scratches, checkered wood stock and forearm show 
average handling. 2-4 round magazines, 13 1/4" LOP, 4 LB trigger pull. Good condition. 22-1821

200

198

Remington 
Gamemaster 
760 Pump 
Action Rifle

30-06, 22" bbl, SN 365884 (very faint and hard to read) 75% blue finish shows moderate handling with 
loss on most edges and areas of moderate freckling, good bore with oxidation inside muzzle, Simmons 3-
9 scope with Duo-plex reticle and clear optics mounted with vintage Weaver tip off rings, checkered 
wood stock and forearm show moderate handling with replacement rubber recoil pad, 2-4 rnd 
magazines and leather sling. 12 3/4" LOP, 4 1/2 lb trigger pull. Good condition. 22-1913 C&R

150
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199

Remington 
Gamemaster 
760 Pump 
Action Rifle

270 Win, 22" bbl, SN 338600. 80% blue finish shows moderate handling with loss on most edges and 
carry points with scattered freckles, good bore, see thru scope mounts, receiver has 2 drilled and tapped 
holes on left side rear corner possibly from old side mount peep sight? woodstock and ribbed forearm 
show moderate handling with crack at wrist, 1-4 rnd magazine. 13 1/4" LOP, 4 1/2 lb trigger pull. Fair 
condition. 22-1914 C&R

150

200
Vintage 
Weatherby Rifle 
Scope

variable 2-7x with fine crosshairs and center dot, body shows moderate handling. Good condition. 30

200A CONDITION 
REPORTS firearms@alderferauction.com

201
Ruger Mini-14 
Semi Automatic 
Rifle

5.56 Nato, 18 1/2" bbl, SN 584-66166. 99% blue finish shows light handling, good bore, plastic ventilated 
handguard, wood stock shows average handling, 3-20? and 2-10 round magazines, 13 1/2" LOP, 6.5 LB 
trigger pull. Factory cardboard box. Good condition. 22-1815 NOTE: Please refer to the terms and 
conditions of this sale in regards to firearms with high capacity magazines.

250

202
Ruger Mini-14 
Semi Automatic 
Rifle

223 Rem, 18 1/2" bbl, SN 186-17052. 98% blue finish shows average handling with areas of oxidation on 
front sight and forearm end cap, good bore, Simmons 3-9x50 scope with Duo-plex reticle and clear optics 
mounted on side mount base with Weaver style rings, black plastic ventilated handguard, wood stock 
shows average handling with a couple of deep scratches on left side of butt and above magazine well. 1-
5 rnd magazine and nylon sling. 13 5/8" LOP, 6 1/2 LB trigger pull. Good condition. 22-1795

250

203
Taurus/Braztech 
Circuit Judge 
Revolving Rifle

45LC/410Ga. 18 1/2" bbl, SN EP3617. 98% blue finish shows average handling with a few scattered 
freckles and small area of oxidation on trigger guard, good bore, fiber optic sights, Weaver style scope 
rail mounted on top of receiver, wood stock and forearm show average handling 14 1/4" LOP, 5lb trigger 
pull. Good condition. 22-1783

250

204
Belgian Parlor 
Rifle Single Shot 
Rifle

.30? center fire .288 bore, 24 1/2" bbl, SN 407. 85% blue/brown finish shows a light frost texture and 
average handling, octagon barrel with gold fill scrolling on top of breech, raising block action holds on 
half and full cock, checkered wood stock with older refinish shows average handling with a small fine 
crack at right front corner of forend and small chip to the left side of trigger guard. 13 3/8" LOP. Good 
condition. 22-1912 C&R

100

205
Ruger 10/22 
Takedown Semi 
Automatic Rifle

22LR, 18 1/2" bbl, SN 821-03880. Stainless finish with blued sights, good bore, stainless Weaver style 
scope base attached on receiver top, Simmons silver 22 Mag 4x32 rifle scope with Duo-plex reticle and 
clear optics and scope rings (rings are for the traditional grooved receivers on most 22 rifles not the 
Weaver type base on this rifle) checkered synthetic stock and forearm show light/average handling with 
2- 5 rnd magazines, papers and soft Ruger take down case. Good condition. 22-1970

100

206
Ruger 10/22 
Semi Automatic 
Rifle

22LR, 18 1/2" bbl, SN 124-11766. 95% blue finish with areas of moderate/heavy freckling at end of 
forearm and 3" of muzzle, good bore, Bushnell Sportview 3-7 small tube scope with Duo-plex reticle and 
clear optics, wood stock shows moderate handling with numerous scratches on belly of butt. 1-10 rnd 
magazine. Good condition. 22-1801 NOTE: Please refer to the terms and conditions of this sale in regards 
to firearms with high capacity magazines.

100

207
Remington 
Model 597 Semi 
Automatic Rifle

22LR, 20" bbl, SN B2781150. 80% textured matte black finish on barrel with moderate/heavy freckling, 
98% black finish on receiver, good bore, Remington 3-9 scope with Duo-plex reticle and clear optics, 
synthetic stock shows average handling. 4-10 rnd magazines. Good condition. 22-1718 NOTE: Please 
refer to the terms and conditions of this sale in regards to firearms with high capacity magazines.

100

208
Marlin Model 60 
Semi Automatic 
Rifle

22LR, 22" bbl, SN 05113031. 99% blue finish shows only very light handling, good bore, wood stock 
shows average handling. Good condition. 22-1720 50

209

Henry Model 
HOO2S US 
Survival Semi 
Automatic Rifle

22LR, 16" bbl, SN US52055. 100% matte silver finish, good bore, black front sight blade and knurled 
takedown ring, silver composite storage stock shows light handling, butt plate removes to hold receiver, 
barrel and 2-8 rnd magazines for storage and transport, with original carry handle box and papers. Very 
good condition. 22-1882 NOTE: Please refer to the terms and conditions of this sale in regards to 
firearms with high capacity magazines.

100

210
Savage Model 
93R17 Bolt 
Action Rifle

17HMR, 21" bbl, SN 0153401. 75% blue finish shows moderate/heavy freckling with areas of pitting, 
good bore, NcStar3-9 scope with Duo-plex reticle and clear optics, checkered synthetic stock shows 
average handling. 1-10 rnd magazine. Good condition. 22-1792 NOTE: Please refer to the terms and 
conditions of this sale in regards to firearms with high capacity magazines.

100

211

Mossberg 
Chuckster 
Model 640K Bolt 
Action Rifle

22WMR, 24 1/4" bbl, NSN. 90% blue finish shows average handling, good bore, Simmons Pro Hunter 3-9x 
rifle scope with Duo-plex reticle and clear optics mounted on Weaver rings, wood stock shows moderate 
handling with leather sling and 2-5 rnd magazines. Good condition. 22-1921 C&R

70

212
Remington 
Sportmaster 341 
Bolt Action Rifle

22S,L,LR, 24" bbl, SN 49924. Dark brown patina on barrel with areas of scattered freckles, 95% blue finish 
on magazine tube and trigger guard, good bore, bell shape bolt handle, wood stock shows average 
handling. Good condition. 22-1857 C&R

70

213
Winchester (Pre 
64) Model 69A 
Bolt Action Rifle

22S,L,LR, 25" bbl, NSN. 95% blue finish shows average handling with areas of scattered freckles, good 
bore, rear side mount peep sight, wood stock shows average handling, 1-5 rnd magazine. Good 
condition. 22-1856 C&R

60

214
Ithaca Model 72 
Saddle Gun 
Lever Action Rifle

22LR, 18 1/2" bbl, SN 72048431. 85% blue finish shows moderate freckling on barrel and 90% black paint 
finish on receiver, good bore, hooded front sight, wood stock and forearm show average handling. Good 
condition. 22-1784

100

mailto:firearms@alderferauction.com
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215

Rossi/Firearms 
Intl. Corp Gallery 
Pump Action 
Rifle

22S,L,LR, 23" bbl, SN G31335. 95% blue finish shows scattered freckles and areas of light oxidation on 
magazine tube, wood stock and ribbed forearm show average handling. Good condition. 22-1790 100

216

Sears, Roebuck 
Ranger Model 
102.25 Pump 
Action Rifle

22S,L,LR, 24" bbl, NSN. 80% blue finish shows light freckling on most metal surfaces, good bore, wood 
stock and ribbed forearm show average handling. Good condition. 22-1841 C&R 80

217

Remington 
Fieldmaster 572 
Pump Action 
Rifle

22S,L,LR, 23" bbl, SN 1502634. 95% blue finish shows light handling with small area of loss on mag tube 
and barrel from forearm rubbing and slight loss to edges of receiver grooves from scope rings (not 
included) good bore, wood stock and ribbed forearm show average handling with papers. Good 
condition. 22-1920

150

218

Smith & Wesson 
US Army Model 
Of 1917 Double 
Action Revolver

45 ACP, 5 1/2" bbl, SN 141258. 80% blue finish shows general thinning with loss on most crisp edges, 
moderate cylinder drag line, and scattered freckling, good bore, 40% case color on serrated hammer and 
smooth trigger, steel lanyard ring, wood diamond pattern grips show average handling with area of nicks 
in butt edges. Good condition. 22-1829 C&R

250

219

Composite 
Ithaca 1911A1 
Semi Automatic 
Pistol

45ACP, 5" bbl, SN 1461033. 95% matte black cerakote on slide shows areas of chipping and loss on crisp 
edges, good bore, fiber optic 3 dot sights, gray/green cerakote on frame shows light handling, left side 
marked with FJA (Frank James Attwood military inspector) skeletonized hammer, silver finish trigger 
takedown lever and safety lever, skip line checkered wood grips show light handling, 1-7 rnd magazine. 
Good condition. 22-1863 C&R NOTE: Please refer to the terms and conditions of this sale in regards to 
firearms with high capacity magazines.

250

220
Colt 1911 US 
Army Semi 
Automatic Pistol

45ACP, 5" bbl, SN 140222. Brown/gray patina, good bore, left side of frame marked United States 
Property AA (Augusta Arsenal) above front trigger guard leg and GHS in a circle (Major Gilbert H 
Stewart's inspectors proof) behind trigger, Rampant Colt on left rear corner of slide is visible but badly 
worn, checkered bow diamond pattern grips show average handling with 5-7 rnd magazines and military 
canvas double mag pouch marked Russell in oval on back. Good condition. 22-1956 C&R NOTE: Please 
refer to the terms and conditions of this sale in regards to firearms with high capacity magazines.

300

221

Argentine 
HAFDASA/VAM 
Ballester - 
Molina Semi 
Automatic Pistol

45ACP, 5" bbl, SN 97473. 98% Cerakote refinish shows light handling with thinning on edges of muzzle 
and small scratch on left side of muzzle, good bore, right front corner of slide and left side of frame 
behind trigger marked VAM Dist Co Wooster OH, ribbed wood grips show light handling with small area 
of factory roughness on right scale. 1-7 rnd magazine. Very good condition. 22-1865 NOTE: Please refer 
to the terms and conditions of this sale in regards to firearms with high capacity magazines.

250

222

Izhevesk/KBI 
Model 1895 
Nagant Double 
Action Revolver

7.62 Nagant, 4 1/2" bbl, SN N1660. 99% blue finish shows only some light storage/handling marks, good 
bore, frame dated 1944, steel lanyard ring, checkered plastic grips show no handling. Excellent condition. 
22-1872

150

223

British Proofed 
Smith & Wesson 
Hand Ejector 
Model Of 1917? 
Double Action 
Revolver

45ACP, 6 1/2" bbl, SN 62941. 85% thick gray parkerized refinish shows areas of underlying pits and loss 
on sides of muzzle, good bore, left side of barrel marked SMITH & WESSON 455 with the second 5 being 
struck out when revolver was converted from 455 Webley to 45 ACP, British proofs on left side of barrel 
and cylinder with left side of frame below cylinder marked NOT ENGLISH MAKE, steel lanyard ring, 
checkered laminated wood grips show light handling with modern leather holster. Good condition. 22-
1860 C&R

200

224

Deutsch Waffen 
Munitions 
(DWM) 
American Eagle 
Luger Semi 
Automatic Pistol

9mm, 4" bbl, SN 38192. 95% blue finish shows thinning on crisp edges and row of small nicks/abrasions 
on left lower edge of frame at top of left grip, very good bore, good straw color on thumb safety, take 
down pin and trigger, receiver ring marked with spread eagle with shield holding arrows and olive 
branches, toggle marked DWM in script, 3-8 rnd magazines all with wood end caps and leather holster 
marked BDIII 1915 with torn closure strap and cracking to leather hinge and Luger Variation hardcover 
book by Harry E Jones. Good condition. 22-1736 C&R NOTE: Please refer to the terms and conditions of 
this sale in regards to firearms with high capacity magazines.

300

225

Deutsch Waffen 
Munitions 
(DWM) P08 
Luger Semi 
Automatic Pistol

9mm, 4" bbl, SN 740. 85% blue finish shows general thinning with loss on crisp edges, good bore, 
matching numbers on frame, barrel, receiver, side plate, toggle & toggle link, extractor, trigger bar, 
safety bar and thumb safety and take down lever, receiver dated 1918 on top with row of 4 military 
proofs on right side front of receiver, checkered wood grips show average handling, 2 wood cap 8 rnd 
magazines 1 has damage to wood cap, take down tool and leather holster. Good condition. 22-1929 C&R 
NOTE: Please refer to the terms and conditions of this sale in regards to firearms with high capacity 
magazines.

300

226

Mauser (S/42 
Code) P08 Luger 
Semi Automatic 
Pistol

9mm, 4" bbl, SN 9886 Frame 9867 Receiver 80% blue finish shows general thinning with areas of loss on 
most edges and side plate, good bore, frame, safety bar, takedown lever and thumb safety are matching 
numbers and receiver, barrel, side plate, toggle, extractor, 2 magazines with aluminum cap and trigger 
bar are matching numbers, receiver dated 1938, waffenampts on right side front of receiver, checkered 
wood grips show light/average handling. 3-8 rnd magazines take down tool and leather holster dated 
1940 with waffenampt. Good condition. 22-1928 C&R NOTE: Please refer to the terms and conditions of 
this sale in regards to firearms with high capacity magazines.

300

227
Walther (AC/43 
code) P-38 Semi 
Automatic Pistol

9mm, 5" bbl, SN 9280F. 90% blue finish shows general thinning with loss on crisp edges, good bore, 
matching numbers on frame, slide and barrel, left side of frame above trigger and right side of slide 
marked with waffenampts, ribbed plastic grips show average handling. 2-8 rnd magazines, leather 
holster marked CNY with faint waffenampt on back and Hess written on inside of flap. Good condition. 
22-1930 C&R NOTE: Please refer to the terms and conditions of this sale in regards to firearms with high 
capacity magazines.

250
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228
Mauser C96 
Semi Automatic 
Pistol

7.63x25 Mauser 4" bbl, SN 542042. Dark brown patina, good bore, steel lanyard ring, ribbed wood grips 
show average handling. Non matching numbers. Good condition. 22-1739 C&R 250

229

Waffenfabrik 
Mauser C96 
Semi Automatic 
Pistol With 
Shoulder Stock
/Holster

7.63x25 Mauser, 4" bbl, SN 441636. 98% older reblue finish shows light handling with thinning on crisp 
edges and a few scattered nicks, good bore, all visible numbers match, incorrect steel lanyard ring, 
ribbed wood grips show light/average handling with wood holster/shoulder stock. Good condition. 22-
1737 C&R

300

230
Intrac CZ-52 
Semi Automatic 
Pistol

7.62x25 Tokarev, 4 3/4" bbl, SN 11190. 98% dark gray parkerized finish shows light handling, good bore, 
right side of frame marked with crossed swords (military proof) date 54, ribbed composite grips show 
average handling, 2-8 rnd magazines, cleaning rod and leather holster. Good condition. 22-1777 C&R 
NOTE: Please refer to the terms and conditions of this sale in regards to firearms with high capacity 
magazines.

200

230A Product is Sold 
AS IS Please review all photos and fully read all descriptions.

231
Soviet TT33 
Tokarev Semi 
Automatic Pistol

7.62x25 Tokarev, 4 1/2" bbl, SN XK880. Gray patina, good bore, ribbed grips with center star and CCCP 
show average handling, 1-8 rnd magazine. Good condition. 22-1832 C&R NOTE: Please refer to the terms 
and conditions of this sale in regards to firearms with high capacity magazines.

150

232

Japanese 
Nagoya Type 14 
Nambu Semi 
Automatic Pistol

8x22mm Nambu, 4 5/8" bbl, SN 73694. 80% blue finish shows thinning on most edges and a few 
scattered light freckles, very good bore, oversized trigger guard, fixed lanyard ring, ribbed wood grips 
show light handling, 1-8 rnd magazine with non matching number. Very good condition. 22-1451 C&R 
NOTE: Please refer to the terms and conditions of this sale in regards to firearms with high capacity 
magazines.

300

233

Japanese 
Nagoya Type 94 
Nambu Semi 
Automatic Pistol

8x22mm Nambu, 3 3/4" bbl, SN 8867. 80% blue finish shows general thinning with areas of scattered 
light freckling and minor tool marks on safety lever, good bore, checkered plastic grips show average 
handling. 1-6 rnd magazine. Good condition. 22-1871 C&R

250

234
Czech CZ/CAI 
CZ52 Semi 
Automatic Pistol

9mm, 4 1/2" bbl, SN J05861. 80% blue finish shows general thinning and loss on crisp edges, good bore, 
right side of frame marked with crossed swords (military acceptance mark) dated 53, top rib marked VOZ 
76 behind front sight, barrel marked 9mm and numbered to match frame and slide, ribbed plastic grips 
show average handling. 2-8 rnd magazines, cleaning rod and leather holster. Good condition. 22-1931 
C&R NOTE: Please refer to the terms and conditions of this sale in regards to firearms with high capacity 
magazines.

150

235
Springfield M1A 
Semi Automatic 
Rifle

.308, 18 1/4" bbl, SN 152653. 99% gray/green parkerized finish shows light handling, good bore, flash 
hider, Accushot 2-7x44 mil-dot red/green illuminated reticle with clear optics mounted on picatinny style 
rings, plastic upper handguard, wood stock shows average handling with area of scratches on left side 
forearm, nylon sling, 1-10rnd magazine and factory cleaning kit. Factory cardboard box. Good condition. 
22-1796 NOTE: Please refer to the terms and conditions of this sale in regards to firearms with high 
capacity magazines.

400

236
Universal M1 
Carbine Semi 
Automatic Rifle

30 Carbine, 18" bbl, SN 113530. 75% blue finish shows areas of heavy oxidation, good bore, military style 
sights, wood stock shows moderate handling with several large scratches and deep nicks, 1-15 rnd 
magazine. This is a reproduction of the original military M1 carbines. Good condition. 22-1731 NOTE: 
Please refer to the terms and conditions of this sale in regards to firearms with high capacity magazines.

150

237
PTR91 Inc. PTR-
91 Semi 
Automatic Rifle

308 Win, 18 1/4" bbl, SN G11650. 99% matte black finish on barrel and upper shows only light handling, 
good bore, polymer lower shows no handling, flash hider, wood stock and forearm show average 
handling with leather sling, 4-20? round magazines. Good condition. 22-1859 NOTE: Please refer to the 
terms and conditions of this sale in regards to firearms with high capacity magazines.

300

238
Soviet Tula/CDI 
SKS Semi 
Automatic Rifle

7.62x39, 20 1/4" bbl, SN CCCP20625 KB3535. 98% black paint finish shows only light scratching on top 
cover, good bore, matching numbers on receiver, bolt, top cover dated 1954, mag floor plate, trigger 
guard (appears to have been renumbered) and stock, folding bayonet with 9" blade, wood stock shows 
light handling. with butt stock cleaning kit and book. Good condition. 22-1799 C&R

200

239

Springfield 
Model 1903 
Heavy Barrel 
Sporter Bolt 
Action Rifle

30-06, 24" heavy 1.30" dia bbl, SN 1520105. 95% blue finish on barrel shows general thinning, good bore, 
barrel has scope mounts for unertl scope, receiver shows green/gray parkerized finish, custom wood 
bench rest stock shows average handling. Good condition. 22-1641

100

240

British Enfield 
No5 MKI Jungle 
Carbine Bolt 
Action Rifle

303 Britt, 20 1/2" bbl, SN BG0763. 50% black paint finish shows moderate handling with large areas of 
loss, good bore, wrist band dated 1945, flip up rear ladder sight, matching number bolt, wood stock and 
handguard show average handling with numerous dents and scratches.1-10 rnd magazine. Good 
condition. 22-1738 C&R NOTE: Please refer to the terms and conditions of this sale in regards to firearms 
with high capacity magazines.

250

241

India RFI/CAI 2A 
No 7 Jungle 
Carbine Bolt 
Action Rifle

7.62 Nato, 20 3/4" bbl, SN 19035. 90% matte black finish shows loss on crisp edges and light storage 
marks, good bore, flip up rear ladder sight with guarded front sight/flash hider, wrist band dated 1965, 
wood stock shows light average handling with a small bruised area on right side at breech, No magazine. 
Good condition. 22-1516 C&R

100
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242

Japanese Izawa 
Juho Seizosho 
Type 99 Arisaka 
Bolt Action Rifle

7.7 Jap, 25 1/2" bbl, SN 10397. Dark gray patina, good bore, last ditch late variant sights, partial mum, 
knurled cocking piece on bolt, barrel band and left side of stock hold steel sling loops, wood stock shows 
moderate handling. Good condition. 22-1524 C&R

100

243

Japanese Tokyo 
Type 99 Short 
Rifle Bolt Action 
Rifle

7.7 Jap, 25 1/4" bbl, SN 19472. 80% blue finish shows general thinning with a light frost texture on 
receiver, good bore, ground mum, flip up rear ladder sight with good anti aircraft wings, missing cleaning 
rod, wood stock shows heavy handling with typical crack/seam from wrist to butt plate. Good condition. 
22-1749 C&R

150

244

Japanese Toyo 
Kogyo Type 99 
Arisaka Sporter 
Bolt Action Rifle

7.7 Jap, 24" bbl, SN 15733. 95% reblue finish shows areas of scattered light freckling, good bore, Lyman 
rear peep sight, commercial wood stock shows average handling. Good condition. 22-1525 50

245

Waffenfabrik 
Mauser GEW 98 
Custom Paul 
Jaeger/Eric 
Fiedler Sporter 
Bolt Action Rifle

219 Zipper, 24" bbl, SN 7713. 98% blue finish on barrel with receiver showing areas of loss on edges and 
carry points, good bore, Redfield scope rings and base (ring screws do not match on both rings) left side 
of barrel breech marked .219. Z, custom rubber trigger, checkered wood stock shows average handling 
with missing rear sling stud, Consignor stated rifle was built by Eric Fiedler who worked with Paul Jaeger 
(1901-1993) of Jenkintown PA. in his shop. Good condition. 22-1817

200

246 Redfield Rifle 
Scope 10X 4-Plex with Duo-plex reticle and clear optics. Removed from prior lot. Good condition. 40

247

Italian Brescia
/PW Arms M91
/18 Carcano 
Carbine Bolt 
Action Rifle

6.5x52, 18" bbl, SN CAR04352. Dark gray patina, fair bore, breech flats marked Brescia on top A08146 on 
left side and dated 1917 on right side, wood stock shows moderate handling. Appears to be cut down to 
a TS Carbine configuration with the original rifle nose piece with bayonet lug and front steel barrel band 
with spring. Good condition. 22-1502 C&R

100

248

V. Sauerbrey 
Vetterli 1871? 
Strutzer Sporter 
Bolt Action Rifle

10.4mm?, 24 1/2" bbl, SN 5542. Brown/gray patina, fair bore, muzzle has sharp edges and appears to 
have been cut down, missing front sight blade, wood stock and checkered grid pattern forearm show 
average handling, forearm held via single wedge pin and single steel band, matching numbers on butt, 
forearm, receiver and barrel, missing cleaning rod. Good condition. Antique

100

249
Ruger PC 
Carbine, Semi 
Automatic Rifle

9mm, 16 1/4" bbl, SN 911-18917. 100% matte black finish, good bore, threaded muzzle, ventilated 
handguard, synthetic stock shows only very light handling, 3 stock/butt plate spacers (removable) 
installed, adapter to accept Glock magazines, 1-16 rnd magazine, papers and factory cardboard box. Very 
good condition. 22-1960 NOTE: Please refer to the terms and conditions of this sale in regards to 
firearms with high capacity magazines.

200

250
Beretta CX4 
Storm Semi 
Automatic Rifle

40 S&W, 16 1/2" bbl, SN CY10035. 99% matte black finish on barrel, good bore, polymer frame/stock 
shows average handling with areas of white paint/grease? residue, Nstar electronic sight (untested) with 
4-14 rnd magazines, papers and factory plastic case. Good condition. 22-1782 NOTE: Please refer to the 
terms and conditions of this sale in regards to firearms with high capacity magazines.

300

251

DPMS Panther 
Arms LR-308 
Semi Automatic 
Rifle

308 Win, 16 3/4" bbl, SN 13385. 75% matte dark gray finish shows heavy oxidation on barrel and average 
handling on all other surfaces, good bore, flash hider, Center point electronic red/green 4-16x scope with 
clear optics, NcStar tac light (untested) adjustable folding bipod, nylon sling, checkered pistol grip, slip on 
decelerator recoil pad. No magazine. Good condition. 22-1724

250

252

Colt M4 By Carl 
Walther/Umarex 
Semi Automatic 
Rifle

22LR, 16 1/2" bbl, SN BP008064. 80% matte black finish on barrel shows areas of oxidation on flash hider 
and sling loops, good bore, polymer upper and lower show average handling, removable M16 style carry 
handle rear sight, collapsible stock and checkered pistol grip. 2-30 rnd magazines. Good condition. 22-
1733 NOTE: Please refer to the terms and conditions of this sale in regards to firearms with high capacity 
magazines.

100

253
Colt M4 Carbine 
Semi Automatic 
Rifle

5.56 NATO, 16 1/4" bbl, SN LE247893. 98% matte black finish shows light handling, good bore, 1/7 bbl, 
ventilated forearm with vertical grips and tach light bracket, flash hider, magpul checkered pistol grip 
and collapsible stock show average handling. No magazine. Good condition. 22-1800

300

254
Stag Arms Stag-
15 Semi 
Automatic Rifle

5.56 NATO, 16 1/4" bbl, SN 34585. 50% gray/green finish on barrel shows heavy oxidation with 85% 
finish on receiver with oxidation on most steel pins and ejection port cover, good bore, flash hider, tach 
rail on receiver for sight/optic mounting with 3 additional small tach rail sections on ribbed forearm cent 
one having a small untested red dot, collapsible stock and checkered pistol grip, nylon sling and 1-30 rnd 
magazine. Good condition. 22-1732 NOTE: Please refer to the terms and conditions of this sale in regards 
to firearms with high capacity magazines.

200

255

Windham 
Weaponry WW-
15 Semi 
Automatic Rifle

Multi cal/5.56, 16 1/2" bbl, SN YEO24820. 100% matte black finish, good bore, removable carry handle
/rear sight, M4 style collapsible stock, pistol grip, 1-30rnd magazine, papers and plastic case. Appears 
new in case. Excellent condition. 22-1532 NOTE: Please refer to the terms and conditions of this sale in 
regards to firearms with high capacity magazines.

200

256
Stag Arms Stag-
15 Semi 
Automatic Rifle

5.56, 16 1/2" bbl, SN 306176. 98% matte black finish shows average handling, good bore, 1:9 Stag bbl 
with flash hider, Diamondhead ventilated handguard with top and bottom mounted tach rails, collapsible 
stock and pistol grip show average handling, no magazine. Good condition. 22-1969

200
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257
Areo Precision 
M16A4 Semi 
Automatic Rifle

5.56, 20 1/4" bbl, SN 00007878. Matte black finish shows average handling, good bore, 1:7 bbl, with flash 
hider, quad rail ventilated handguard with vertical foregrip and 2 rail covers, adjustable flip up military 
style rear sight, sides of receiver marked semi and burst however selector switch and receiver are only 
semi automatic, left side of mag well marked Property of USA, full panel butt stock and checkered pistol 
grip with canvas sling, 2-30 rnd magazines and 2 rail covers. Rifle was made to mimic the US military M16 
battle rifles. Good condition. 22-1961 NOTE: Please refer to the terms and conditions of this sale in 
regards to firearms with high capacity magazines.

200

258
Anderson AM-
15 Complete 
Lower

Multi Cal, SN 21185924. 100% matte black finish with checkered pistol grip. New in box. 22-1580 50

259
Anderson AM-
15 Complete 
Lower

Multi Cal, SN 21184291. 100% matte black finish with olive drab Magpul MOE adjustable stock and pistol 
grip. New in box. 22-1582 50

260
Anderson AM-
15 Complete 
Lower

Multi Cal, SN 21184007. 100% matte black finish with olive drab Magpul MOE adjustable stock and pistol 
grip. New in box. 22-1581 50

261
Anderson AM-
15 Complete 
Lower

Multi Cal, SN 21184187. 100% matte black finish with olive drab Magpul MOE adjustable stock and pistol 
grip. New in box. 22-1584 50

262
Anderson AM-
15 Complete 
Lower

Multi Cal, SN 21182482. 100% matte black finish with olive drab Magpul MOE adjustable stock and pistol 
grip. New in box. 22-1587 50

263
Anderson AM-
15 Complete 
Lower

Multi Cal, SN 21157037. 100% matte black finish with black Magpul MOE adjustable stock and pistol grip. 
New in box. 22-1595 50

264
Anderson AM-
15 Complete 
Lower

Multi Cal, SN 21155915. 100% matte black finish with black Magpul MOE adjustable stock and pistol grip. 
New in box. 22-1583 50

265
Anderson AM-
15 Complete 
Lower

Multi Cal, SN 21156398. 100% matte black finish with black Magpul MOE adjustable stock and pistol grip. 
New in box. 22-1594 50

266
Anderson AM-
15 Complete 
Lower

Multi Cal, SN 21152437. 100% matte black finish with black Magpul MOE adjustable stock and pistol grip. 
New in box. 22-1590 50

267
Anderson AM-
15 Complete 
Lower

Multi Cal, SN 21156385. 100% matte black finish with black Magpul MOE adjustable stock and pistol grip. 
New in box. 22-1593 50

268
C Sharps 1rst 
Model 
Pepperbox Pistol

.22, 2 1/2" bbls, SN 20346. Barrels cleaned to dull gray, fair bores, frame shows all brass with no traces of 
plating, firing pin advances to all 4 positions as it should, square back wood grips show light handling 
with small scratch/nick on left scale. Good condition. Antique

150

269
C Sharps 2nd 
Model 
Pepperbox Pistol

.30 rim fire, 3" bbls, SN 113. Barrels cleaned to dull gray with shallow pitting, fair bores, frame shows all 
brass with no traces of plating, firing pin advances to all 4 positions as it should, checkered Gutta Percha? 
square back grips show average handling with chips on heel and toe of left scale, Good condition. Antique

150

270

Early Bacon MFG 
Pocket Model 
Percussion 
Revolver

.31, 4" bbl, SN 104. Dark brown patina, fair bore, top of barrel marked in 1 line BACON MFG. CO 
NORWICH CONN (THIS MARKING WAS ONLY USED FROM 1858-1868 the low serial number marks it as 
1858/59 production) engraved frame, cylinder has half length flutes and does not advance when cocked, 
wood grips show average handling. Good condition. Antique

200

270A CONDITION 
REPORTS firearms@alderferauction.com

271
H Aston Model 
1842 Army 
Percussion Pistol

.54, 8 1/2" bbl, NSN. Dark gray/brown patina, fair bore with the first 1" of muzzle showing silver with 
radial grinding/polishing marks, top left side of breech marked US / GW / P in three lines, captive ramrod 
with pivot, strong lock holds on half and full cock, lock plate marked horizontally in two lines US / H 
ASTON just forward of hammer and vertically in three lines on tail MIDDTN / CONN / 1850, barrel held 
via brass band/ left side stock bolster, brass trigger guard and pommel, wood stock shows light average 
handling with a small crack on left side at upper lock screw and a 2" long fine crack on left side running 
from rear edge of bolster back through both script cartouches, upper right side of stock between nipple 
bolster and tang shows small area of chips and wood deterioration. Good condition. Antique

250

272
Smith & Wesson 
Number 1 Single 
Action Revolver

22 Short, 3 1/8" bbl, SN 98100. Brown gray patina on barrel, frame shows 60% blue finish with moderate 
freckling, good bore, cocks and advances as it should, birdshead wood grip shows light/average handling. 
Good condition. Antique

100

273

ASM/CVA Model 
1851 Navy 
Percussion 
Revolver

.36, 7 1/2" bbl, SN D34852. 98% blue finish on barrel and engraved cylinder, good bore, case color 
loading lever and hammer with brass frame, date code BB (1992) wood grips show average handling with 
area of dents on right side butt edge, original cardboard box with styrofoam insert. Good condition. 
Antique.

100

mailto:firearms@alderferauction.com
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274

Italian 1858 
Remington 
(Buntline/Bison) 
Style Percussion 
Revolver

44, 12" octagon bbl, SN E65077. 95% chrome finish on barrel shows areas of freckling and flaking (mostly 
on left side) good bore, engraved gold tone cylinder, hammer and trigger, top barrel flat marked 0077 of 
1000, 4 o'clock flat marked AS BLACK POWDER ONLY MADE IN ITALY (most likely made my Armi San 
Marco but only marked SM) no visible proof stamps or date codes, white plastic grips show light 
handling. Appears unfired with storage issues to finish. Good condition. Antique

100

275

Lyman Italian 
New Model 
Navy Percussion 
Revolver

.36, 6 1/2" octagon bbl, SN 026249. 85% blue finish shows average handling with a few small nicks on 
right side of frame and cylinder pin, frame has turned a slightly plum color, good bore, XXX date code 
(1974) brass trigger guard, wood grips show average handling with crack in butt edge of left scale with 
original cardboard box. Good condition. Antique.

100

276

Allen & 
Wheelock 
Sidehammer 
Revolver

.22, 2 1/2" bbl, SN 402. Dark gray patina, good bore, octagon barrel marked on 9:00 flat in two lines 
ALLEN & WHEELOCK WORCESTER MS. US. / ALLEN'S PAT'S SEPT 7 NOV 9 1858. Engraved cylinder with 
military/cannons/drums motiff, early cylinder pin enters from rear, Root style side hammer, single screw 
side plate, cocks and holds but does not advance, square butt wood grips show average handling with 
small chip on left scale upper front corner. Circa 1856-65. Good condition. Antique.

100

277

Red Jacket No2 
(Lee Arms or 
Hopkins & Allen) 
Pocket Revolver

.32 Rimfire. 2 1/4" bbl, SN 5182. Dull gray patina with 50% nickel finish showing areas of loss and flaking, 
fair bore, fluted cylinder, hammer will not hold on cock or advance cylinder, wood birds head grips show 
average handling. Circa 1880's. Fair condition. Antique

100

278 Percussion SxS 
Pistol

.409 bores, 3" bbls, SN 7268. Gray patina, good bores, both hammers hold on half and full cock with 
smooth release on both triggers, octagon barrels, marked with crown over U proofs (possibly Spanish) 
and 2gr. N. G. P. M/71 over 6gr bl. refinished bag style grips show average handling with glossy refinish. 
This is a nice example of the early belly guns often carried by Soiled doves, gamblers and miners of the 
old west. Good condition. Antique

100

279 Unique All Metal 
Revolver

.24 bore, most likely for 22 or 6mm rimfire BB or CB caps, 2 1/4" bbl, NSN. Nickel finish shows areas of 
shallow pitting and flaking on top of barrel and cylinder, fair bore, early all steel unmarked revolver, very 
shallow .435 cylinder length, good condition. Antique

50

280
Sharps & 
Hankins Model 
1862 Carbine

.44 Cal rimfire early prototype/experimental? conversion? bore measures .43, 22" bbl, NSN. Gray/brown 
mottled patina, very good bore, receiver shows small areas of original case color, rear sight graduated to 
800 yards, 7 1/4" leather barrel cover normally would run all the way to muzzle, left side of receiver 
marked in three lines SHARPS / PATENT / 1859 and in four lines on the right side marked SHARPS / & / 
HANKINS / PHILADA, steel lanyard ring on left side and sling loop on belly of butt stock, brass butt plate, 
wood butt stock shows light/average handling. No visible military proofs or cartouches on wood or 
metal. Very good condition. Antique

1500

281

Thompson 
Center 
Firestorm 
Flintlock Rifle

.50, 26" bbl, SN S12617. Stainless steel finish shows light handling with a few small scratches around 
touch hole, good bore, fiber optic sights, 1:48 twist, strong engraved lock with single trigger, synthetic 
stock shows light handling with nylon sling, breech plug wrench, extra touch hole liners and papers. Only 
made from 2000-2012. Good condition. Antique

150

282

Pietta 6922 
Reproduction 
Smith's 
Percussion 
Carbine

.50, 21 1/2" bbl, SN M4742. 90% blue finish shows areas of moderate/heavy freckling on barrel, good 
bore, receiver shows 95% case color with areas of heavy freckling, Date code BT (2003) left side saddle 
ring and slide bar, wood stock and forearm show average handling. Good condition. Antique

200

283

Thompson 
Center Arms 
Cherokee 
Percussion Rifle

36, 24" bbl, SN 1338. 98% blue finish shows light handling with moderate freckling on lock plate and 
hammer and a few scattered freckles on barrel, good bore, strong lock with adjustable set trigger holds 
on half and full cock, highly figured wood stock shows light average handling. Good condition. Antique

180

284

Italian 
Reproduction 
1858 Cattleman 
Revolving Rifle

.44, 18" octagon bbl, SN 93784. 98% blue finish shows scattered freckles with small abrasion on right side 
of frame in front of cylinder and average cylinder drag line, good bore, date code BD (1994) brass trigger 
guard and butt plate, wood stock shows average handling. Good condition. Antique

150

285

Parker Snow & 
Co. 1863 
Contract Rifle-
Musket With 
Hard To Find 
Miller 
Breechloading 
Conversion

.58 Rim fire, 39" bbl, SN 2267 on breech block. Brown/gray patina, fair pitted bore, flip up rear sight with 
two leaves, barrel held via 3 steel bands and springs with the center band and front trigger guard leg 
holding steel sling loops, top of breech marked in four lines W.H.& G.W.MILLER / PATENT MAY 23.1865 / 
MERIDEN MANFG. CO. / MERIDEN, CONN, strong lock with lock plate marked with spread eagle and 
shield holding 5 arrows and olive branch over US and in two lines horizontally PARKERS SNOW & CO / 
MERIDEN CONN and dated 1864 on tail, wood stock shows average handling with crack on left side 
above front lock bolt, steel butt plate shows heavy oxidation. With faintly marked US triangular bayonet 
with 17" blade and locking ring. These Miller conversions were included in the military trials in 1867 
however they were faulted for gas leakage and not adopted by the government making this a hard to 
find rifle as not many examples were made. Good condition. Antique

300

286

Philadelphia 
Marked 
Springfield 1816 
Percussion 
Conversion 
Musket

.69, 41 7/8" bbl, NSN. Dark brown black patina, fair bore, percussion conversion via 3rd type with breech 
section of barrel replaced with new breech and bolster, top of new breech section marked CITY OF 
PHILADA, missing nipple (threads look ok with some rust) lock needs repairs it holds on both half and full 
cock but has no spring tension, lock plate marked, with a script US over spread eagle and shield holding 3 
arrows in eagle's left talons and olive branch in eagles right over Springfield and dated 1816 on lock plate 
tail, barrel shows areas of tool marks on both side approx 4" from rear, wood stock held via rear steel 
band with spring and nose cap with spring, center band spring is present with missing band, rear sling 
loop mounted just forward of front trigger guard leg, incorrect steel ramrod is too short, wrist has been 
broken and repaired via steel rail mounted with 4 screws, cracked toe and soft area around base of 
nipple bolster, left side above trigger is marked with a small 10. Fair condition. Antique

100
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287 Springfield 1884 
Trapdoor Rifle

45-70, 32 1/2" bbl, SN not visible, 90% thick black paint finish on all metal, fair bore, barrel has faint VP 
over eagle head on left side of breech, Buffington rear sight, breech block missing firing pin, strong lock 
with lock plate marked with spread eagle and US Springfield (all markings are very faint and hard to see 
due to the black paint finish) original cleaning rod bayonet, front barrel band and front trigger guard leg 
hold sling loops, missing stacking loop from front band, wood stock shows light handling with small crack 
on right side at front barrel band, left side above trigger marked with script cartouche dated 1892 and 
marked on right side of butt 119 13NY and circled P under wrist. Fair condition. Antique

100

288

Springfield 
Composite 1884 
Trapdoor 
Carbine

45-70, 24" bbl, SN 285537. (made april/may 1885) 75% blue finish with heavy freckling and with 4" of 
muzzle showing brown/gray, fair bore, barrel marked with W on top of breech and VP over eagle head P 
on left side, early style rear flip up ladder sight, Marble front sight, breech block marked US MODEL 1884 
in three lines, barrel held via 2 steel bands with springs, strong early two tumbler lock marked with 
spread eagle holding 4 arrows and olive branch, and US over SPRINGFIELD, missing cleaning rod and sling 
loops, trigger guard screws show moderate head buggering, wood stock shows average handling with 
small crack on left side upper lock bolt, old chips missing in front of trigger guard, clear script cartouche 
on left side dated 1884 and 18 over B and circled P under wrist. Good condition. Antique

250

289 Antique Flintlock 
Fowler

.441 bore, 45" tapered octagon to round with flat top barrel, fair bore, NSN. Weak lock holds on half cock 
only, lock plate marked with unreadable script name, hammer stem shows remnants of old braised 
repair, top barrel flat has metal filler piece approx 6" from muzzle possibly filling a sight dovetail, tiger 
striped maple wood stock with button released patch box shows average handling, broken wood ramrod 
with three brass ferrules and thimble. Fair condition. Antique

100

290
Thompson 
Center 
Percussion Rifle

.50, 24" bbl, SN R109862. 90% blue finish with moderate freckling, round barrel, fair bore with areas of 
pitting, factory rear sight removed for scope mounting (not included) Tasco 3-9 scope with duo-plex 
reticle and clear optics, strong case color lock with single trigger, composite stock and ramrod show 
average handling, Good condition. Antique

100

291

Thompson 
Center Omega 
Z5 Inline 
Percussion Rifle

.50, 28" bbl, SN Z35075. 50% blue finish shows heavy freckling with areas of shallow pitting, poor rusty 
bore, fiber optic front sight, factory rear sight removed for scope mounting (not included) Tasco 3-9 
scope with TV view duo-plex reticle and clear opticssomposit thumb hole stock shows average handling, 
aluminum ramrod, uses 209 shotshell primers. Fair condition. 22-1723

80

292

BPI/CVA Silver 
Trophy Hunter 
111 Flintlock 
Rifle

50, 26" bbl, SN 61-13-025002-01. Matte stainless finish, good (dirty) bore, 1.48 twist suitable for patched 
round balls or conical bullets, fiber optic sights, engraved lock throws nice spark, single trigger, 
composite ramrod, camo checkered synthetic stock shows light handling. Good condition. Antique.

100

293
Thompson 
Center Hawken 
Flintlock Rifle

54, 28" bbl, SN 3870. 90% blue finish shows average handling with areas of freckling, fair bore still loaded 
with patched ball and possible powder charge, ball has hole torn out from failed attempts at removal 
with ball worm, strong case color lock shows oxidation around pan and touch hole, set trigger, brass 
furniture shows age darkening, composite ramrod, wood stock shows average handling. Good condition. 
Antique.

150

294
Contemporary 
PA Percussion 
Long rifle

32, 42 3/8" bbl, NSN. 98% browned finish shows average handling with thinning on crisp edges and 
around drum, good bore, strong lock holds on half and full cock, long spur hammer, set trigger, tiger 
striped Maple wood full stock with carved cheek piece, brass patchbox, nose cap, ramrod thimbles, 
trigger guard and 4 inlays. Good condition. Antique

150

295

Poultney & 
Trimble 
American 
Machine Smith 
Percussion 
Carbine

.50, 21 1/2" bbl, SN 7188. brown patina on barrel, good bore, flip up rear ladder sight, octagon to round 
barrel held via single steel band, strong lock holds on half and full cock, left side of receiver marked 
vertically in two lines SMITH'S PATENT / JUNE 23 1857 and horizontally in three lines ADDRESS / 
POULTNEY & TRIMBLE / BALTIMORE USA and horizontally under steel saddle ring and slide bar in three 
lines, MANUFACTURED BY / AM'N .M' CH'N WKS / SPRINGFIELD MASS barrel release trigger is loose and 
breech is hard to open without help, wood stock and forearm show moderate handling with fine crack 
on left side at wrist, steel butt plate shows heavy oxidation and pitting. Good condition. Antique

250

296

Schuetzen Style 
Composite 
Percussion 
Target Rifle

.37 bore, 30" bbl, NSN. 90% redone dark brown finish shows average handling with area of underlying 
tool marks at breech plug, good bore, rear tang mounted peep sight with globe style front, strong 
unmarked lock holds on half and full cock and releases as it should, adjustable set trigger, bass/copper 
Schuetzen style trigger guard and butt plate with removable shoulder horn/hook, wood half stock shows 
area of cracks around lock plate and left side bolster, wood piece inlayed in front of nipple, exaggerated 
cheek rest and a older home finish showing areas of orange peeling and runs. Short 12 1/2" trigger pull 
to front trigger.Good condition. Antique
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297

Indian War Era 
Antique 
Springfield 
Model 1868 
Trapdoor Rifle

.50 CF, 32 1/2" bbl, SN 26435. Silver/brown patina with areas of heavy freckling and oxidation, good 
bore, flip up rear ladder sight, breech block marked 1870 over eagle head over crossed arrows over US, 
barrel held via 2 steel bands with brass nose cap, front band and front trigger guard leg hold steel sling 
loops, strong 2 click lock holds on half and full cock with lock plate marked with spread eagle and shield 
holding 4 arrows and olive branch and in two lines US / Springfield dated 1863 on lock plate tail, 
woodstock shows average handling with script cartouche on left side between lock bolts and light mold 
spotting near butt. Good condition. Antique
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298

Antique T Smith 
Percussion 
Combination 
Over/Under

Top barrel is .331 bore with good bore lower barrel is .655/16Ga. with good bore, 30 5/8" bbl, NSN. Dark 
brown/gray patina, top of barrel is signed in script behind rear sight T Smith, Golcher style back action 
locks marked Smith on both lock plates and border engrave with game bird, engraved hammers, left lock 
holds on half and full cock right lock does not hold, twin wood ramrods secured in steel ferrules, wood 
butt stock adorned with engraved brass patch box, and several inlays including 8 point brass hunters star 
on left side above cheek piece over brass open scalloped cheek guard, brass open hart extension on top 
butt plate tang, long engraved breech tang, engraved steel trigger guard, toe guard and butt plate, both 
sides of butt are marked A Gundaker. Very good condition. Antique

200
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299
Antique 
Percussion Long 
Rifle

.369 bore, 36" bbl NSN. Dark brown patina, fair bore, moderate pitting around drum, rear adjustable 
peep sight and globe front with open original rear sight dovetail, strong engraved lock (makers name 
engraved but unreadable) with single trigger holds on full cock only 2 brass ramrod thimbles show 
resolder/glued, wood tiger striped half stock shows average handling with small cracks around lock 
bolster on left side of stock, German silver forearm nose cap, brass trigger guard, butt plate, toe guard 
and push button release patchbox. Good condition. Antique
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300
Antique 
Percussion 
Fowler

10Ga. 32 5/8" bbl, 27? dark brown patina, octagon to round barrel marked 27 on top at transition, fair 
bore, strong lightly engraved lock marked warranted holds on full and half cock, oak half stock shows 
average handling with small wood repair section on left side and cracks around lock plate, original wood 
button head ramrod with worm screw. Good condition Antique.
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